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Special to the New Mexican.
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The
Colo.,
Denver,
Sept.
rea
informal
made
few
President
in
his
marks
address last evening on
reclamation, declaring it a pledge of
the administration to carry on that
work. The President then took up a
defense of the corporation tax against
the proposition to impose a direct income tax. The President strongly!
urged that the states should adopt!
the proposed amendment to the Con-- '
stitution to make the income tax
possible in time of need. In urging
this, the President declared it would
he possible to amend the corporation
tax to include within its scope every
desired feature of the income tax except a levy upon the incomes from
salaries or professional services. The
President said he is opposed to a direct income tax except in cases of
emergency and believed it the fault of
the Constitution that there is no provision for such a tax in war time or
other time of emergency. The President based his argument in favor of
the corporation tax over a direct income tax on results of the income tax
in England.
He said the direct income tax in England at 10 per cent
did not produce as much as the present method of taxation at 5 per cent.
This he said illustrated the premium
placed on perjury and concealment.
The President stated that every one
should levy something toward the
sustenance of the -- government. He
said: "I am not disposed to deny that
theoretically it would be better to
impose a higher rate of taxation upon
those having large fortunes than upon those having only a competence.
I am opposed to exempting incomes
above an actual living wage because I
think every one in the government
should pay something toward its sustenance because all derive benefit
from it, and while an increase in the
percentage of the tax as fortune increases is fair, it is fair because the
burden of taxation at the same rate is
neavier upon a man with a small m-- j
come than a man with a large income."
In conclusion he said: "It seems
that Congress has taken the wisest
course in adopting as much of the
income tax features as conforms to j
the Constitution and by recommending an amendment to the Constitution j
which will enable it to Tound out
this vision of corporate wealth bv
j

j
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Booked for Speeches
at Banquets ami
Public Functions
Y

LETTERS

New York. N. Y., Sept. 22 "Home"
will not mean much rest for Dr. Cook
for some weeks at least. Today he set
to work with his secretary answering!
thousands of letters and telegrams'
which demand immediate attention.!
ITa .will clnv
'

i 11
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..

tlrely until the banquet tomorrow night
'Cook has put the finishing touches on
his first book, a narrative of the Polar trip, but probably will write a series of magazine articles also. His first
work," however will be the preparation
of a record which he has .promised
to be made public as soon as filed with
the University of Copenhagen,
Cook
has made no comment on the decision
of Peary to remain in retirement until
the. question of the polar supremacy is
.

(Continued oa Page Eight.)
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New Orleans,
Wolhurst, Colo., Sept. 22. Aftt-Sept. 22. Scores
jiassing the night at the residence of of lives are reported lost as the result
Senator Himhes in Denver, President of the tidal wave which swept the
T;i ft arrived here at 9 o'clock this Louisiana coast on
Monday. It is be- morning and breakfasted with Mr. and lieved that the waters swept away hun-MrThos. V. Walsh. The president dieds of people. The reports indicate
arose
at 7 o'clock and took a short the greatest loss of life along the
4
walk through the invigorating air. At coast bordering on Terre Bonne par-- S
o'clock a drive in an automobile tojish.
The news of the disaster was
Wolhurst. At 1D::;0 a reception was brought into Hounia by half clad men
given in his honor, the guests arriving and women. Relief parties have left
ST. VINCENT SANITARIUM AS IT NOW APPEARS.
by train. After half an hour of rest for the scene of the disaster. It is iui- the president left at. noon for Colra- - possible to estimate the damage as
do Springs.
communication is still cut off but it
the lobby and one in the dining room
At Little London.
u known that the cane and cotton
in
the
and
kitchen
where stoves and
:
OF CHARITY
Pval-'nlni'rwln milrinone ftimr... i..
GROWTH
'.
uui&uuimii:ii M iiuus uaiiiae.
"
Vl e." fd' ,n b,,,d?,le bylJont Taft was greeted by enthusiastic on Rouge and vicinity suffered
a
r.ro,- steam Huien win ue earned trom a crowds at the
station on his arrival erty loss of two millions. It is feared
heating plant located in another build- lu re
this afternoon at 2.20. He was j that great damage was done at Grand
The
ing.
electric
will
carebe
AND
OF SANTA FE fully encased so wiring
as to prevent any driven through the city in an auto- j Isle.
lu
u,e
"uu
ovenooKingj
Fjfty Dead at Xerre Bonne
or '""u"e
pussiuie lgimion oi woouworiv
,ut' OI
New Orleans, La., Sept. 22. The lat- other material. But aside from this I" 1""'",u'l ul
He was,lrlv
North Park est report from Terre Bonne
favorable condition, the buildins will C!odaparish
s
o.uuu
"
scnooi place the list of dead at fifty.
uy
have four public entrances oh th!
children
made
a
and
brief address.
Railroads Washed Out.
ground floor and on the outside of
1 ne
the building there will be three differ - "e i'roceeueu (0 memo at
Bay St. Louis, Miss., Sept. 22. The
closed during his Louisville Nashville tracks and road
ent fire stairs leading from the veran - busineSs
das to the ground. There will also stay.
bed were washed out completely near
be provided three stand pipes with Senator Warren Confesses Hides Have Rigolets. The St. Louis and Higolets
Gone Up.
sufficient hose connection on each
bridges were washed away.
floor. As a further precaution against
Wolhurst, Colo., Sept. 22 The nresi- Vessels Ashore.
COSI OF THE EDIFICE WILL PR0B1BLY EXCEED $75,000 fire an nuthouse of
dent's visit was made the'occasion for
Biloxi, Miss. Sept. 22. Two hundred
material will be constructed contain- the
of the Wolhurst vessels were broken up and cast on
ing a large fire plug with double hose estate, the name given it by the late the beach. The fishing smack 'Cinwith all in readiness for Senator Wolcott. The president
cinnati" broke through the barbed
Lack of Sufficient Quarters for the Care of Orphans Has connections
immediate use,
it "Clonmel" after the lit- wire fences near the beach and landed
Made the Improvement Necessary Will Have Finest
I. H. and Y. M. Rajlp are the archi- tle Tipperary town which the president high and dry in the city. The govtects
while Lyons and Axtel are the declared "Has put us all under obliga- ernment mail boat, is ashore and five
Operating and Surgical Rooms in Southwest.
contraCtWSUii charge of the building. tion for having given us Thomas shipwrecked crews were brought in.
Walsh." The president's auto became Great
damage was done to the oyster
thousand dollars and to bed 'chambers with the exception, of ' The new building has l;een made stalled during the
Seventy-fivto Wolhurst canneries.
ortrip
to
in
order
the
necessary
give
a
of
me
construction
more
for
the
space reserved tor two toilet and:
possibly
in charge of the Sisters larger and he was obliged to transfer to ann
Crops Totally Destroyed.
new sanitarium for Santa Fe. Such is bathrooms, large linen clostes and a' phans
New Orleans, La., Sept. 22. The
a large portion other machine. Secretary of the InAt
quarters.
present
strucdiet
cost
kitchen.
the
of
The third floor will con-- i
to be the enormous
terior left with the president and will mail steamer and refugees from Grand
on the grounds tain bed chambers, a large oneratine
ture now under-wahim to Seattle. Senator Isle and Cheniere Camida, the other
accompany
a
used
for
room
,
for
euests
the
dining
owned by the local Sisters of Charity. room, a surgeon s room, surgeon's dres- at the Sanitarium and as a
Warren of Wyoming was with the island, report that no human lives
result
the
But it will give to the Territory and sing room, anaesthetic room, and sterhave been handicapped
by president today. When the president were lost but every head of livestock
the great southwest one of the most ilizing room. As on the second floor orphans
crowded.
urged Warren to withdraw his ob- - on either island was washed away.
Eighty-sibeing
orphans
modern and complete sanitariums in there will also be a linen closet, a diet are now in
to the free hides he predicted The damage
to shipping
jection
of
alone
the
Sisters andj
charge
the country and will include hospit- kitchen and two toilet and bath rooms. are being cared
that Warren would come to him with amounts to a million and a half. Tho
for
and
prebeing
al facilities that will absolutely sur
The operating room is to be modern pared for the future. All of the or- the announcement that
despite the re- crops are almost totally destroyed.
pass anything heretofore attempted in in every respect and a complete line phans are girls as boys are not taken moval of the duty, hides had gone up.
Found Schooner in Front Yard.
this section.
of surgical instruments and other ad- - in. The Sisters have
Jackson, Miss., Sept. 22 Although
quite a large This Senator Warren did today.
The building is already well under juncts necessary to an operating room task to feed and clothe such a large
the crop destruction tlirotigtiout Missway and when completed will add ma- will be installed. Everything will be number of children yet this is done KILLED IN ACCIDENT
issippi is less than anticipated the
It is expected that
tenally to Santa res long list ot re- - as complete and as modernly scientific uncomplainingly.
TO HIS AEROPLANE damage to small shipping is almost
cent costly and attractive improve- - as in the best hospitals of the coun - jvery shortly a large number of or- beyond estimate. Hundreds of schoonments. Pacing on Palace avenue witn try.
ers were destroyed. J. H. Neville of
phans will be added to those already French Officer
in
of
Formerly
Charge
a frontage of 132 feet the structure
Shutes have 'been installed running in charge. The Sisters take the or
awoke to find a
Gulfport
Aviation Experiments Crushed
runs back fifty feet whereupon an L from the third floor down to the phans from all parts of the Territory,
schooner in his front yard. One home
Under
Motor.
in Gulfport was cut in two by a schoonshaped addition G9 feet wide runs back kitchen. There will be shutes for The completion of the new SanitariBoulogne, Sept. 22. Captain Louis er. The Illinois Central between Jack97 feet. The entire foundation is con- linen and bed clothinesh.itou fnr um will enable the Sisters to use Ihe
Ferber, a French officer formerly in
structed of concrete and a large and the sweepings of the rooms when
the charge of aviation experiments of son and New Orleans is tied up. The
has
cellar
bottomed
cement
and
where
cleaning
spacious
there are fire(Continued on Page Eight.Mississippi Coast Traction Road bethe French army was killed
this tween
been provided for. Hard burned pen- places shutes for ashes connect with
Biloxi and Long Beach is a
morning while attempting to alight
wreck.
itentiary brick are being used and for the pit in the cellar. From the
complete
in
an aeroplane. A wing of the mathe front of the building unglazed vit- kitchen connecting with diet kitchchine
touched
the
turnit
ground and
The coloring of the ens on the second and third floor will
rified bricks.
ed a somersault crushing Ferber bebricks shades from a dark brown to be a dumb elevator so that foodstuffs
neath the motor.
darker shades of red. The roof will be can easily be handled. The diet kit ch
of the latest style of red tile and will ens will be used of course to prepare
only special foods for verv sick pa- BRILLIANTV1GT0RY INTERNATIONAL TAX
present a handsome appearance.
ASSOCIATION MEETS
tients.
has
Inside of the building the space
IN STATE
In all there will be forty-twbeen put to the greatest possible use,
bed
22.
Louisville,
When
Ky.,
Sept.
rooms.
Eight suites of two rooms
there being no waste whatever. The
the delegates to the International
first floor is divided into a lobby, of- each will have private bath connecTax Association met today, there was
tions.
Each
room
will
be absolutely
fice room, bookkeeper's room, library
much discussion of a suggestion made
guests waiting room, physician's con- protected from outside noises - as a
by Allen R. Foote that a joint confernewly
patented provision has been
sulting room, pharmacy room, recepence of governors to consider unition room, billard hall, five guest's maed use of that will defer the walls
form tax legislation be called in the
and
floors
of
the
building.
'bed rooms, a main dining room,
near future.
The plumbing and electric wiring
two private dming rooms, a serving
room, a cooling room, a storage room, of the building will be done along lat
SURROUNDED
New-Departme-nt
and a large kitchen. On this floor est modern lines and no effort is to TRIBESiWEN
provision has also been made for toilet De spared to have everything as near-- ;
SUCCEEDED BY A REPUBLICAN
and bath rooms, The kitchen is excep-- j y perfect as possible.
The
will
excel
size
and
in
cellar
has
been
Flank
as
of
divided so
tionally large
Enemy Turned at
and convenience any kitchen in Santa to provide large storage rooms, coal
Mount
New Governor Is Swede
Guruga and Its Nathan Salmon's
Fe. Arrangements have been made so j bunkers and other necessary com-- !
Big Store
that the large range and the bake oven partments.
Horsemen Lose Heavily
and Goes by His
Will Cater to the Fashion
will rest on concrete foundations just) On the south and west angles of
Wife's Name.
above a large concrete pit which will tne building, three separate verandas
able Tastes of Ladies
Madrid, Sept. 22. According to dis- be built, one for each floor of the
receive the ashes as they fall, thus pre- -'
ihese verandas Will be a'"10 Jcic,.iue opamsil uuui ill- Nathan Salmon's Big Store has St. Paul, Minn..
necessity nunaing.
venting the inconvenient
Morocco successfully turned the MoorSept. 22. The
of carrying ashes out through the kit-- . ieu reec wme. All rooms nn tha
secured the agency for the body of John A. Johnson, lay in state
- just
Isll
suri
Mt.
at
are
flank
and
Rontti
mill
Onrsa
,1..
.u
ncoL oiuca ill LiiH iiiiiinin
chen. A door leads from the cellar
American Ladies Tailoring Company at the capitol today and the public
into the pit so that when full the pit will open out onto the verandas so rounding the Benisicar tribesmen. All of Chicago, and has a complete line was given an
to view the
can be emptied from below. The kit- that the patient can at will be inside rePrts agree that the Moors showed of samples and fashion sheets which remains. Lastopportunity
the
stood
casket
night
fanatical
or
of
A
detachment
outside. On the southwest corner
courage.
chen floor as well as the floors of the
are ready for inspection by the ladies in the reception room, guarded by
e
200
Arab
of
horsemen
several
the
made
north
wing provision has been
of Santa Fe and vicinity. The line is militia. This
halls, corridors and dining room, will
morning it was moved
for a large sun room to be en- - Perat-- attacks on four battalions of the the most
all be of tiling while the bedrooms will
one ever exhibit- to the rotunda where it will remain
sPantsh
before
at
Taxdir
encased
with
tirely
they ed in this city. 'An
troops
glass. This room
all have hardwood floors. In the dinexpert will take until tomorrow morning when it will
will contain five hundred square feet. were routed with loss of half their all
measurements for suits and the be removed to St. Peter accompanied
ing room and in the lobby large open
...
ettSt s,ue i "e ouuaing two
mimaier. oi iomgn
anaira
fire places have been built.
... v. ............ flrm will absolutely guarantee the fit ' by a detachment of state troops. Serv.
f mn
finlnn ...111
umuuiouiMCT
new t,oo
"ao m a a. flumiitii reply ui iiie proiesi
me
nui
conueci
workmanship, style, lining and all ices will be held in the Presbyterian
From the first floor three differ- building with the old
- of the Moroccan
government to the other details that go towards
giving church at St. Peter.
ent stairways connect with the second ting quick removal ofhospital permitpatients from powers claiming that the Spanish had satisfaction. Money will be returned Succeeded By Former Minister of
and third floors and In addition pro- one building to the other, the
passage- - violated the Algecas. agreement by in case of dissatisfaction.
vision has been made for a large el- ways being covered over and thus
Gospel.
pro- - crossing the frontier and working the
The motto of the Big Store is HonSt. Paul,
Sept. 22. Adolph C.
ectrical elevator built large enough so tected from the outside.
mines.
esty and Square Dealing. Prices are Eberhart, who was sworn in today as
as to accomodate a cot bearing a paThe building will in every way be
A total of 5,000 Moors, including 1500 no
than in the east. A call at chief executive of the state, was born
tient.
a model one insofar as being, fire cavalrytook part in the fighting on the higher
!.;?..
store
will be convincing.
There in Sweden, thirty years ago, but came
On the second; floor just over the proof is concerned. All
heating except . September 20. They lost 400. The is no need to go outside of town to to Minnesota in 1881. He attended
room
be
will
located
the chapel. on Dart of the first floor where there Spanish' troops 'under General Orozco
dining
purchase suits when a satisfactory seThe balance of the floor is given over will be two open Are places, one in have
occupied Abgraz.
lection can be made right at htm3.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Moors are Routed
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After Fanatic
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Add a
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Completed First Book and
Writing Series of Magazine Article.

HEftY

i

SPANIARDS

WEST

.

AHE

Greeted by 6,000 School Ships Driven A shore Through,,.
Children and Takes AutoWire Fences Jnta Town
mobile Rides.
of Biloxi.

Incidentally.
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PilSPERIY LOSSES

i

Referred to Reclamation
and Conservation Only

COOK WILL

II
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Day Spent at Wol-- . Tidal Wave Sweeps
hurst, Colorado
Many to Watery
Death
Springs, Pueblo
-
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"SOMEPiN'

SPECIALY
;

skirts'

Shoes (American Lady)

MEN'S SUITS MADE TO ORDER
'
Suits (Hart Schaffner & Marx)
"
Shoes (Hanan)
'
(Plorsheim)
"
" (American'Gentleman)
'
Hats (Fohn B, Stetson)
"
Shirts (The Elgin)

Th' vines swing low where they loop
an' hang;
Th' hossmint blooms have a spicy

twang,

Th' clover field is as rich an' sweet
As ary field yon would want to meet,
It's that same smell but it ain't th'
same
It's somepin' just somepin' without a
name.

Fancj Vests

1

j

Stock is fresh and up to date prices are very reasonable
cr me at once and give us a trial.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
Loans are strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

On notes, diamonds

Win. FARAfl

Phone
Santa Fe.

10

$3.30

50

1,65

100"

Bobolink

50"

1.60

:

It's somepin'
name.

just somepin' without a
i

still,
An' th' world is quiet, an' crickets
shrill.
It's somepin' like spring but it ain't
th' same
Its' somepin' just somepin' without a

SSS8SSSI v&MisxafmaiieBmssait&aiR

100 lbs Pansy Flour

same;

spring when th'
flowers burn
In th' tangled brush where th' cross- roads turn,
An' th' trees are solemn an' ca'm an'

NATHAN SALMON.
In

Your soul is glad, an' you don't know
There's hope an' cheer n th' bendin'
sky,
An' it's as blue as a bluebird's wing!
You say "Good mornin' " to every- thing.
It's that same goodness an' not th'

It's somepin' like

at SALMON Store

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only up - to - date store

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903

SELIil

BROS. COMPANY.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

WE HAVE THEM

ALMOST MAGIC CURE
BY CUTICURA REMEDIES

th' fed when th' first spring

breeze
Comes in an' whispers, an' wakes th'
bees,
An' yon walk out though th' fields, an'
look.
At new grass growm' along the brook,
It's that same feel but it ain't th'
same.
It's sumepin' just somepin' without a
name.

LADIES TAILOR MADE SUITS
Suits made to crder (tit guaranteed)
'
Siikaod linen waists
voile

L

CASE OF ECZEMA

f

Yon know

OF

'

LIKE SPRING."

T

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 190?

tali,
Wi' th' gr ru ablaze in th' woods an' j
j
Summer Rash Became a Dreadful
all,
An' th' air as full o" th' minpW scent
Itching Humor Big Blisters
Till yon trace th' path that th' summer
Formed and Skin Grew as Hard
went
Scratched
and Rough as Bark
It's stmiepin" like spring, but it. ain't th'
same
and Tore Flesh till Blood Ran.
It's somepin'-jus- t
soniepin' without a
name.

THE REPUTATION OF CARRYING THE
MOST COMPLETE LINE OF DRY GOODS

'

BABY'S

nr.

It's soniepiif like spring, in th' early

WITH

'

wid

Dim

SANTA FE, N. M.

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

"Our son, two years old, was very
tnueh afflicted with a breaking out or
what, looked to be a summer rash. I
applied the usual remedies, such aa
washing with soda water and powdering
with boric acid. Finally, after he suffered with the trouble several weeks I
took him to the doctor. He said it was
merelv a rash that was quite prevalent,
and that I was giving the right treatment and that I should just continue it
and the babv would soon be all right,.
But instead of getting better it was gettogether and
ting worse. The rash ran
The little fellow
made large blisters.
didn't want to do anything but scratch
and we had to wrap his hands up to
keep him from it as he would tear the
flesh open till the blood would run. The
itching was intense, causing loss of appetite and flesh. When it seemed to hurt
him most the skin on his back became
hard and rough like the bark of a tree so
that rubbing or brushing would not
break it. He was so feverish that I
thought it a bad case of eczema. He
could not wear any clothes but a little
nightgown with the sleeves just fastened
at the top of the shoulder. He suffered
intensely for about three months. But
I found' a remedy in Cuticura Soap for
bathing and Cuticura Ointment with
This
which I anointed the sore places.
kept the rash from spreading and in less
was
almost
week
result
magithe
than a
cal. That was more than two years ago
and there has not been the slightest
svmntom of it since he was cured. I am
never very long without Cuticura Soap
as my family knows the value of it and
don't like a substitute. J. W. Lauck ,1
Yukon, Okla., Aug. 28 and Sept. 17, '08,

PRICES
FKOM

S6.00

$4.00

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

If you wantra gocd pair of Sh)es
for the bey try a pair of
BULIS feYE or BUSTER BROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

CALL AND SEE THEM
PO

FOR

Box 219.

A

HALF CENTURY

Phone 36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

TRY OUR

IN THE

CITY.

Ground Alfalfa

la

Also Good for Chickens

Millions of women throughout the
world use Cuticura Soap and Ointment
for eczemas, rashes, itchings, irritations,
inflammations, chafings, pimples, blackheads, dandruff, dry, thin and falling

SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food

hair, sanative, antiseptic cleansing, ana
for all the purposes of the toilet, batb
and nursery.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Cuticura Rpmedirs nrp sold throuehout the worlds
Coluio-buDruET
Cheni. Corp., Sole Props.,
Ave., Hosrou, M:is.
u'Mui!ed brm, cutit uru Book on Skin Deceases

PotH--

Flow, Hay,

PostSuit Against Doctor Morley
name.
master F. O. Blood, D. E. L. Hammond
and DeSoto H. Grant have brought
District Court at Raton.
District suit in district court at Las Vegas
court will convene at Raton next week. against Dr. R. A. Morley for judgment
Both civil and criminal dockets are in the sum of $2,235 and damages to
the amount of $4,000 for breach of conheavy.
On Sunday, tract.
Wedding at Raton
Victor L. Brackett of Cimarron, and
Gabriel
While Drunk, of Course
Miss Iona Smith of Raton were mar- and Manuel Moreno were arrested at
ried at the latter place by Rev. Charles Tularosa, for making a lurch at DepJ. Dickey.
uty Sheriff While with a knife. Both
A petition men arrested were drunk.
Bankruptcy Petition
The jail
in bankruptcy has been filed by Mor-tine-z
being uncompleted, the prisoners were
& Padilla of Folsom, Union Countied to a tree. They were fined $15
ty. The liabilities are given at $5,502 and costs.
and the assets at $2,G00.
on
Work
Bridge. Contractors
Bound Over for Horse Stealing
on
have
the
work
begun
Facundo Medina and Julio Montano
$32,000 bridge over the Godlinas at
were bound over for the grand jury at Las
In the meantime, Santa
Vegas.
J.as Vegas on the charge of having Fe
is still patiently waiting for the
stolen horses in their1 possession.
board of county commissioners to reDied Afetr Long llness. After elevplace the bridge over the Santa Fe
en months of illness, Mrs. Josefa
on Delgado St. that was washed out
widow of the late Jesus M,
five years ago and whose arch abutdied at Las Vegas at the age ments still form the dangerous termof sixty years. Three sons and a ination of the street at the river bank.
daughter survive her.
"A Lynden
Accepts Brides' Faith
Public School Enrollment at Las Beach Burt, of Detroit, Mich,, who has
Cruces
The public school enrollemnt been in Las Vegas several months
at Las Cruces is 543, which indicates was baptized into the Catholic faith
that even Las Cruces may pass San- last Saturday afternoon and on Sunta Fe in the census returns unless San- day morning he took his first holy
ta Fe takes in its suburbs.
communion, preparatory to his coming
Sued on Notes and Open Account.
marriage with Miss Marguerite Silva,
The Rio Grande Material and Lumber an accomplished daughter of Mr. and
Company has brought suit in district Mrs. Juan Silva, residing on the West
court at Albuquerque against B. X. side." Las Vegas Optic.
Wilson and Flora Wilson on a note
If you want anything on earth try
for $382.72 and an open account for
a New Mexican want "ad."
$S91.31.

Grai,

HERSCH

LEO

Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
All persons having a hat cleaned and blocked are
entitled to have a pair of trousers pressed free of charge.

Ladies

&

Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

The Goldberg
203

PHONE

and Pressing Establishment

Cleaning
BLACK

208

WEST PA LACK AVE.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mex'.co

Ta-foyTa-foy-

We Give
tiff

Cdsi register tickets
with allcash purchases.

inter Grocery Co.
a

r
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cr.

-.i

u

hi.

An

.ESS

CALL AjiD SEE
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
FOR YOURSELF

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Goods.

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper v. ill be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-ii-g
a constitutional diseasefl requires

A Morning Joy"
An
Evening Comfort

a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, Now is the tine to
anticipate
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and as- your h at w ints.
sisting nature in doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
LET US FIGURE YOUR
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Send for list of
House for American Idea

BfSI CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Oldest and MostPopular Institution in the Southwest

COMMERCIAL LITERARY
& SCIENTIFIC

PiOHrSPS

Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

Studies resumed

BROTHER HERMES. President

S. SpltZ

JEWELER

5BES

AT5

PHARMACY
PIIONENO 218

Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O.
Sold by all drugglsu, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
,iS

Cfi

WHICH WAY?

j

(

(;!EALTF

1

j

!

DESPAIR

5-

-

"

i

X

JtVIMITATI ON

CQALEATER

umiratjons

WJtoalgases
Extravagance

1c.
.!

,'

yomfort

--

M Convenience

cycieanlmess

tyT
'Aufomahc
i

--

-- -

Simplicity

;

V

&fT
Why not let us route you to good
health.
The economy in fuel consumption will in due time pay all transporta- -

testi-monal- s.

MANUFACTURER

Send for Prospectus
September 1st. '

ECONOMY

J

IDEAL Boilers and
AMERICAN Radiator!

HUM

Wood-Davi- s

sons

AT

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

Squibb 9 aic urn

Powder

The Purest Impalpable Talcum Powder Made

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY
,

PHONE

NO- -

213

"WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

ought to have more consideration than
mud slinking, and hope that sd'wv
mav
benefited by their observations
and reports,

It is an admitted fact that real esTHROW OUT THE LINE.
LIGHT ON THE
CONTROVERSY
men. and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are Give Them Help and Many Santa Fe
obtained by advertising in the New
J. B. Manby, Brother of A. R. Manby
People Will Be Happier.
Mexican.
of Taos, Tells of Some Glaring
"Throw Out the Life Line"
Discrepencies.
COOK-PEAR-

tate, financial

The kidneys

BACK TO THE WOODS'
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can't get the

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Th Weit Point of the Southwett."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department,
Army Inspector RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

!

CIVIL SERVICE
EXAMINATION AT SANTA FE

need help.

They're overworked

New Mexico Military Institute
!

(Trinidad Advertiser.)

The following article from the pen
poison filtered out of the blood.
The United States Civil Service
They're getting worse every minute. of an experienced navigator, who in Commission announces an examination
Will you help them?
the course of a long service with the on October
19U9, at the places:
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought British navy, has been within both mentioned in the list
printed hereon,',
from the verse of despair.
the Arctic and Antarctic cirles, dis- tf) secure eligibh's from which to make
troubWill cure any form of kidney
cussing from a scientific standpoint certification to fill a vacancy in t In
le.
the controversy between Commander position of domestic science teacher
Thomas M. Baca. Cerrillos street, Peary and Dr Cook, will be of value
(female!. $i'.imi per annum, in the In- Santa Fe, X. M., says: "My faith in and interest to our readers at the pres- dian Service at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Doan's Kidney Pills is just as strong ent strained moment of the contro- and vacancies
requiring similar quali-- .
today as when I publicly recommended versy between the two explorers.
as
fications
they may occur in that;
them in 19(12. I was caused much sufThe claims of Peary and the state- service, unless it shall he decided in
fering by backache for three or four ment of Peary's colored cook upon the interests of the service to fill the
years and though I never laid off from which he seems to rely to a large ex- xisting vacanvy by rinstatement, trans-- ;
work, my back was so painful at times tent to prove his claims, as well as ter or
promotion:
the inferior woods that j'ou used to that it was all I could do to attend to his scientific observations, are analywin consist of the
The
examination
Doan's
I
was
Kidney
new
of
doing.
line of Lumber
use if this
what
zed and criticized quite freely.
mentioned
below, weighed
Mr. J. B. Manby of this city, the subjects
ours is not the best you ever put a Pills, procured at Striplinz, Burrows
as indicated:
& Co.'s drug store, entirely relieved
author of the following article, be
av or nail in! We are striving to
1.onH t hnH nn return of the trouble
Arithmetic and elementary algegan lite as a cadet on h. .u. a. con-waand
that!
of
supply only the best seasoned
end
At
the
bra
six
months.
for
(involving a knowledge of the subin S70. and was with that ship
least flawed Lumber that can be time my work brought on another at- until 1S79. He was a cartel on the ject of arithmetic as comprised in the
and we tack of backache. I at once took
Sound in this neighborhood,
British Commerce from 1S79 to 1880 ordinary gvammer school
believe we are succeeding in pleasing Doan's Kidney Pills and they gave me
onitude and time, square
tv,,,,, Umnio thir,i nffiwr. nn the including
all our numerous customers. Let us the desired relief. A medicine that ttuu 1.11. ii w lunii;untilmini18S2. and was! and cube root and measureation and
hear your complaints either as to lives up to the claims made for it John O'Caunt
,
to second officer of the common school algebra through quad-quality or price. "Vt'e'11 cheerfully like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the promoted
".
weight
ratieSi,
and
18S3
in
He
resigned
Myosotis..
remedy anything that's wrong.
2. Pedagogy (questions relating to
strongest endorsement."
came to America, seining nrsi in
50
Price
dealers.
all
For sale by
school
New Mexico.
government, methods of teach-- )
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
ing certain subjects, and duties of the
New York, sole agents for the United
j
teacher), weight 5.
(BY J. B. MANBY.)
States.
.!.
exerj
and
Spelling
copying (an
Did
Dr. Cook and Commander
Remember the name Doan's and
'
cise
of
ten
of
line
about
prose
ordinary
if
Peary reach the north pole, and
take no other.
or more misspelled
twenty
containing
same
in
it
the
locate
did
so,
they
.itfrawwYtVii war;- words), weight
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
place? Evidently not, as Peary would
4. English grammar and
Automobile
with
made
his
traces
preanalysis
found
of
Connection
would have
(as comprised in the common school
daily, decessor of the year before.
Hue at Torrance for Roswell
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros
weight 5.
both explorers
It is evident that
5. Physiology and hygiene (enibrac- well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
of
any
have made the farthest north
it 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- human beins, but whether thei 0 iug mauer ioumi in uie grammer
1
m.
ar
and
well for Torrance at
p.
weight 5.
servations were exact is another ques- school
(i.
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
FOR
Cookery, including (a! the ordi- tion.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
nary processes of general cookery, (b)
OPPORTUNITY
Peary's cook says they were at the
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
cookery, (c) chemical proper-Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto North Pole two days and one night, ties and constituents of food materials,
C0ME
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard, and when he awoke it was sun up. (d) nutritive values and costs of foods,
This statement does not look good, and
manager. Automobile Line.
(el the kitchen garden, weight 40.
as when the sun is up at that point
7. Household management and saniit stays up until it sets for six months tation,
Good for Biliousness.
weight 25.
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stom- of winter.
S. Training and experience, weight
otvoTtt to ik reooefss ano Dcvttomaa of me imai wot
ach and Liver Tablets last night, and
From Peary's report, he found 10.
I feel fifty per cent better than I have himself
on April 5 in latitude 89,
Total weight, 100.
Add 25 Cents to the Annual Subscrlp for weeks, says J. J. Firstone of Al- degrees 57 minutes north, after covmust indicate in their apApplicants
a
Uon Rate of the New Mexican Publi legan, Mich. "They are certainly
ering two degrees or 139 statute plications that they hae received
cations, to Receive the Western fine article for biliousness." For sale miles in four days, which is goiug training in a cooking school and that
by all druggists.
Investor's Review.
some with a dog train. He then pro- they are familiar with the chemistry
ceeded three nautical miles or min- of foods and food materials. In addi
utes north, and established what he tion to the required qualifications in
conceded to be the North pole, which cookery and household management,
is a theoretical point, and would re- applicants must indicate in their appliquire many observations to locate it cations that they have the general
exactly.
qualifications of the ordinary teachOF
Latitude is found by Meridian alti- er.
tude of the sun, and moon and stars,
Age limit, 20 years or over on the
AND
also by the north star; the altitude of .date of the examination.
This examination is open to all citi
the latter with a slight correction,
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
being the latitude of the place, while zens of the United States who comply
of the sun (that is its with the requirements.
the
This announcement contains all infrom 90 degrees)
subtracted
altitude
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
added to the declination, is the latitude formation which is communicated to
of the place.
applciants regarding the scope of the
Complete
for practical life under modern conditions.
Unfortunately, for either explorer, examination, the vacancies to be filled
the moon and stars were out of com- - and the qualifications to be required,
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
mission, it being broad daylight atj Applicants should at once apply to
C'vil and Electrical
Engineering and in Household Ecothe pole when the observations were the United States Civil Service
the sun mission, Washington, D. C, or to the
also it was mid-daand
Mechanics
in
Practical
Agriculnomics. Also short courses
meridian
on
the
every minute secretary of the board of examiners
being
six months! at any place mentioned in the list
a
either
and
four
it
the
in
being
of
preparatory
courses
day,
year
Stenography,
ture,
mid-daor six months midnight at the printed hereon, for application form
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities pole, with twilight in March and Sep- 1312. No application will be accepted
tember; but the sun is always on the unless properly executed and filed with
for self support.
Iu
meridian whether it is north or south the Commission at Washington.
of the equator, or whether it is light applying for this examination the exFor Catalogue and further information, address the President
or dark, at the break of day on the 21st act title as given at the head of this
of March, or the shade of evening on announcement should be used in the
the 21st day of September, the sun application.
As examination papers are shipped
would be due south from the pole
Agricultural College, N. Mex
and therefore on a meridian all the direct from the Commission to the
time, so that as long as the sun was places of examination, it is necessary
above the horizon, it would not be nec- that applications be received in ample
essary to wait until noon to take an time to arrange for the examination
KOSWELL-TORRANC- E
desired at the place indicated by the
observation.
the
of
of
One
applicant. The Commission will therethe
parts
strangest
U. S. MAIL AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
would he, the sun could fore arrange to examine any applicant
observation
m.
Savin
a.
11:0
at
at
Roswell
190b.
ing
Service Established Jan. 10,
over 30 house betweer not be in amplitude or azimuth to whose application is received in time
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo, Passengera
nor in the prime to permit the shipment of the necesthese
points over any other route correct the compass,
and Kissel Automobiles.
takin
for
vertical
ir
Cars
longitudinal ob- sary papers.
modern
of
Full
Shortest route between Roswell and serviceequipment
comfort to passen servations, as all longituditial lines
securing
SAN ANTONIO TO
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and gers. Courteous and expert Chaui meet at the poles.
"Santa Fe and all points in the
BUILD COLISEUM.
The sun crosses the equator befeurs in charge of every car. Seats
Valley and western New Mex- reserver on Auto by applying tt tween the 21st and 22nd day of March
San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 22. Havico. Agent of El Paso & Southwestern every year; therefore, the declinat'on
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at Railway, or to Roswell Auto Co., Ros on the 6th day ' of April, was about ing secured the next meeting of the
ConCommercial
1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for veil, New Mexico.
3
degrees 6 minutes north, so that
to
be
In
KI Paso and all points on Rock Island
held
gress,
this
1910,
50
An
lbs.
October,
allowance
have
should
sun
the
of
the
altitude
Baggage
amount of baggage can be carried been 3 degrees 6 minutes above the city is now casting amorous glances
.Hallway.
horizon and observations should have towards the next national Democratic
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv- - by notifying Company at Roswell.
been taken every hour ; during the convention. To accommodate either
of these the building of a large hall
twenty four to get the exact latitude. is
With such a low altitude of the sun in imperative. The largest hall now
the city seats only 5,000 people,
it is very hard to obtain the exact
and
altitude with one or two observations one-ha- since this is only a little over
of the attendance of the
as refraction is so great that the sun
Congress the hall
is not really in the position which the will
to be built before next authave
sextant records on the venier, and umn.
it would be impossible to get a correct
The coliseum will, from present inanswer
from the formula in navigation
Book-cwe- s
be erected under the aus"Elattic"
dications,
Perfect Fitting
known as meridian alitude of the sun,
of the San Antonio chamber of
pices
are the only ones which successfully
by one observation. Again, the hor- commerce. In its construction generadapt themselves to the condition of
izon would have to be perfect, no ice- al
utility will be kept in view. The
the modern home.
bergs, clouds, nor hummocks referred auditorium will be so planned that it
There may be certain limitations as to room,
to by the cook, nothing but a perfectly will serve for
smaller conventions,
but whatever space is available can be utilized
level plain. An artificial horizon might the
of horse shows and the
holding
the
these
cases,
of
only
an
artistic arrangement
and beautified by
have been used, providing the sun was rendition of
grand opera. Part of the
inch
made in two lengths, 34 and 25
kind of sectional book-cas- e
high enough to shine in the reflector, building will be used for offices while
in order to catch a double altitude.
another will be arranged so as to prolengths, and in three distinct iy pes Colonial, Standard and Ideal.
The sun was higher In meridian on vide desirable club quarters. The
Our catalogue illustrates in colors eight different finishes of quar- April 21 than it was on April 6, so that money for the undertaking will be
tered oak and mahogany.
'H'lT WW It'll S
taken by Dr. Cook would raised hy the sale of stock.
observations
11 'iAX-Xiill
soace
anv
and
W will rail
meanure
be apt to he more correct than those
WW!
I
in your house and give you the exact
taken by Commander Peary.
Best Treatment Tor a Burn.
cost in ny finish yov may select.
As both explorers report a frozen
If for no other reason, Chambersea, with breaks of open water, and lain's Salve should be kept in every
New Mexican K.ntlng com
as the ocean currents have not been household on account of its great
pany, Local Agents, Santa,
established toy either party, the pos- value in the treatment of burns. It
f
Fa. n. iv
sibilities are that Cook's pole will come allays the pain almost instantly, and
drifting down by Spitzbergen, and unless the injury is a severe one,
Peary's at Baffin's bay, each follow- heals the parts without leaving a scar.
for
ing in the wake of their respective This salve is also unequaled
masters.
'j!
capped hands, sore nipples and dis
However, I take off my hat to both eases of the skin. Price 25 cents.
gentlemen, and think that their pluck For sale by all druggists.
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Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. (Jreat
amount of open air work. Healtbleis U,catlon
of any M! Iltary School in the Union. Located
the garden
d the beautiful Pecos Valley
feet above sea level, suushlne every day, but H
lute rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructcrs, all gradueastern colieges. Ten
ates from stardard
heatod. lighted
furnished,
buildings, throughly
and modern In all respects.
RE(tENT' E. A. Cahoon, President; W
tt, Hamlltoo, Vice President; J. Pheips White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
W. WILLKOK,
COL.
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QJD CALIEJ3TE HOT SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe an(1 aDOut twelve miles from Bar- anco Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
the entire
very dry and delightful
year round. There is now a commod- louc hotel for the convenience of
valids and tourists. People euffeing
from consumption, cancer, and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted,
7'hese waters contain 1,626.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being

Oj
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Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg

5

DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throu?iiDat the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

LIVERY STABLE

Garrison,

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

Line

HAS. CLQSSGR)

Trans-Mississip-

W. STOCKARD,

Proorietor.

li ante. Tais.

TO

AUTOMOBILE

J.

C

General Express Forwarders

y

W. E.

1

Wells Fargo & Company
xpress

MECHANIC ARTS

Corn-mad-

address:

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
AGRICULTURE

the richest alkalin Hot Springs In the
world. The efficiency of these water
has been thoroughly
tested by th
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'a
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month.
Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
This resort is attracupon request.
tive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars

MANAGER

piegslberg- -

627 San

lf

Francisco

Street

Trans-Mississip-

(5)

Indian

ni MM

flares

m

curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and L!nen Drawn Work, Opala.
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

EESSfiS

1

.

ft WT V TWO WEEKS
U1XJJI
SPECIAL

lUMMlMm

of

the finest

Embroideries

i White Goods

EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
1

an nov nnnnc on
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Annie ul.
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Following every federal census,-saythe Albuquerque Citizen,
num-ereu-

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGESPAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure-

-

Vice-Preside-

at the Santa Fe Postofflce.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per ninth, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

$ .20

75
65
7.00

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA

$15.75

2.00
1.00
75

FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postclice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
"
auICng the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
(UNiON( B.LA5CL

MORE

-

-

.

IWffM

My Millinery

WILL BE

"SWOB

Announced Later.
MISS A MUGLER.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

OF SANTA FE.
The oldest bankirg institution in New Mexico. E&tablh
bej
in 1670.
K. J. PALEN. President.
J.' H. VAUGHN, Cashier. ,
I, A. HUGHES,
J, B. READ,
Vice President.
Assistant Cashier.

Ask Tour Wife

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

About a Home

SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- -

livingIf in
vprv " oimin
lies to
piopeity
tret into atdhome
of her own
U

22, 190?

The First National Bank

OPENING

ren-'vc-

$75,000

Transacts a gei.eral banking business in all its brandies.

Tlitre are hundreds of thir trs
she would like to do
( wn
home more confoi'tnhle,
attractive and pleasant Nearly
every won. an is a money saver
and she will hel p jou wonderfully
to pay for a home.

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sell bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys a d sells
domestic and foreign ejechatge and ; to tkes
telegraphic
transfer of money to all" parts of the civilized world en as
liberal terms as are given by any money traasmiting agency
Interest allowed on time deposits at the
public or private
rate o' three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of .livestock
and products. The bank executes al' or Jers of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is coisistant with safety and
the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

ton-akehe- r

JOURNAL OF EDUCATION
THAN OFFICE.
;
office
Mexico
The
ntintber
New
for
Thfc
of
candidate
first
Heretofore the
hat nrnvoi nmrp notontialMii creat inK Journal of Education,' published and
u
'""
""i"""- ra livelv interest among ' the voltrs
.
"-enUu-geand im- ic
than any purely-civquestion, no
matter how replete it mav have bmi proved, form. t .s without trills and,
with possibilities of help or harm for luroeiqws anil 5 consirijcrea ror use
thf iipnnlp " is Hie nlaint of the Kan- - 1fulness. Arucies oi soiiu nieiii num
sas City Star, and It is the plaint of he l'ens of territorial educators fill
Most suggestive per
those who stand for good government the columns.
pointments.
It is the curse of the haps to the general reader is an essay
everywhere.
on "Hygiene of the Home," by Dr.
Republican form of government even
"Only a washer woman's son!" was
(the
It. is that listlessness Robert Smart of Albuquerque,
in New Mexico.
the sneer that gained John A. Johnof the voters, the very men to be authors name is given despite medical
son, the son of a dissipated Swede,
benefited, that defeated Greater San- ethics). The conclusion of the article the
governorship of the state of Minta Fe and may cause this city to lose should be impressed on every mother
nesota
three times and made him a
and
father:
the capital in 1920; it is that indif''Show me a home with plenty of sun- political leader of national importance.
ference which prevents Santa Fe from
form of shine and plenty of fresh air and I At the same time the people of a
adopting the commission
state rebuked snobbishness so
it
the
is
government;
spirit that is will show you one that is clean; and great
that
all
snobs could understand. "He
obof
even now standing in the way
with sunshine, cleanliness and plenty was
a poor printer when he
only
the
statehood.
Although
in
of fresh air
a home there is small came
taining
or "he was
John
here,"
s
election of county and territorial
chance of prescribing medicines for Smith's son," or "she was only a teleonly
is slill more than a year away, that family.
graph operator." or "only a clerk in
there are already animated meetings
"Do not be afraid to give the child- a store," are pet phrases with snobs
and combinations to divide the offices. ren
,
of all kinds, but the people in their
plenty of fresh air; no matter
Of course, the taxpayer and the citido good. heart can tell gold from
the
will
it
of
breathing
dross in
zen is not taken into consideration at
Even a draft of pure air will do a well character and their judgment is unbut
office
seeker,
all, it is only the
In placing Governor Johnperson less harm than the breathing erring.
the taxpayers endure meekly and the of
son on a pedestal they elevated a
vitiated air.
voters will march to the polls just the
"Sleep with the windows open top man who was deserving, a man true,
same to cast their ballots enthusias-- j
bottom and no matter how cold honest, industrious, and yet. a man
and
no
has
who
some
scrub
for
tically
and
the
body is well covered, the child-- gentle, sentimental, unspoiled,
more fitness for responsible office if
' loving,
a man who while dying
be
ren
benefited.
will
when
the
than
average burro; yet.
"Remember that not only for school petted his wife on the cheek and
such momentous question as that of
I guess I'm going,
said:
Greater Santa Fe comes up, the same children, but for yourselves there are we have"Well, Nora,
a
made
brave
fight!" What
no
to
more
conducive
three things
voter will forget all about it and stay
man wouldn't want to live, and when
at home on election day. Even now health and happiness than sunshine,
the final summons came, to die as did
conferences are beii:g held in Albu- pure air and cleanliness."
The Journal should be read not only Governor Johnson of Minnesota.
querque, in Las Vegas, in Santa Fe,
a
at Raton and elsewhere, among
by ever teacher and normal student
Haskell Institute for the Indians
few, who do not want to be left when b"t also bv every parent interested in
has been sending agents into New
the offices are parceled out under the the education of children.
Mexico, so it is alleged, to secure
slate government; among those who
pupils for that government school,
TERRITORIAL FINANCES.
are disgruntled in both parties and
The Daily Tribune at Albuquerque but not only Indians, but also chilwant to squelch this or that leader,
or want to make combinations with turns long enough from the editorial dren of Spanish- - American descent.
that official or the other, all fishing in discussion of: "What is a Democrat?" When a school maintained by the
the dark and working actively for to say the following appreciative federal government must go this far
what? To obtain statehood? Oh, words of territorial finances under to proselyte in order to make a showing as to total enrollment, it should
mercy, no! To obtain office, to down Republican management :
"Governor Curry's announcement of be abandoned by the government. Unpresent officials or leaders both on
the Republican and the Democratic the financial condition of the Terri savory charges have been made of
Institute and
New Mexico's late against Haskell
sides, to gain for themselves but not tory is gratifying.
have
been
uncovered
It is debt being in round numbers, a mil- conditions
to work for the commonwealth.
this condition of apathy to the com- lion dollars, with cash assets of a which demonstrate the foolishness of
mon good and this eagerness and ra- half a million dollars, and in this educating Indians so far from home
where they are exposed to the temptapacity for the private benefit and particular matter New Mexico need
tions
of the white man's vices and
of
ideals
not
condito
be
the
ashamed
its
that
very
pervert
glory
present
the republic and makes men doubt tion to the President, Congress and plant the seeds of consumption and
other diseases in an unfavorable cli-as to its future. There is need of an all the world.
' The Governor's statement reveals
;te. Let the Indians of the southawakening, of the creaiion of a civic
west
be educated in the day and resare
counties
fact
the
that
three
gener
the
younger
only
spirit, of teaching
with debt, and particu- ervation schools and in the three
ations in the schools that government
attention should, be given to those j great schools at Santa Fe, Albuquerdoes not exist merely to create offices
tor patriots; that omce is but an in- that matters might be easier for them que and Phoenix. That, is the Only
cident, while principle is all; that an in the future.
Nowhere, indeed, is correct and sensible policy. Haskell
election for Greater Santa Fe is vast- the equalization of taxes going to and Carlisle should be abolished, and
ly more important than an election help more than in these particular the sooner this is done the better for
the Indians and the national treasury.
Xrr a mayor, and statehood of im- counties.
than
"Let this matter not be allowed to
mensely greater consequence
Maxwell, Colfax county, expects to
the election for U. S. Senator that rest for a moment. The Governor, we
will follow. People must learn to dis- feel, will do his duty, and the people be the site for the first sugar factory
tinguish essentials from
certainly should respond, actively and in New Mexico, except that which
several
before they have any right to expect decidedly, to apply the remedy so burned down at Oarlsbad
good government or can be deemed badly needed, and inject new life in- years ago. The success of a sugar
to Territorial affairs, thus opening up factory at Maxwell would mean the
worth of
new avenues for enterprises and in- establishment of other sugar mills in
New Mexico, especially at Santa Fe,
dustrial development."
FINISH THE ELEPHANT BUTTE
Espanola and in the San Juan valley.
PROJECT.
Those who spent most of their life It takes something like a million dolIt is undeniable that there is a in regions of climatic serenity, such lars to build a factory but even that
tendency making itself felt in the de- as Santa Fe, can form no idea of the large amount of capital is ready the
partment of the interior against the climatic vicissitudes in the South At- moment any section can guarantee
completion of the Elephant Buttes re- lantic and Gulf states. Cyclones, tor- that it will raise enough sugar beets
clamation project on the ground thai nadoes, gales, cloudbursts, excessive to supply it with raw material, for
it is not within the strict letter of heat in summer, and humidity in win- strange to say, it is not the unwill-- !
the law; that it is to supply water ter, are a few of the uncomfortable ingness of capital to invest but the
for land already in private ownership vicissitudes to which the people of lack of raw material that prevents
and not altogether for public"' lands. the southland are frequently subjected sugar mills being erected all over the
The main objection, that it will give and which they take as a matter of Territory.
away New Mexico waters to Mexico course. To people in Santa Fe it would
and Texas is not. put forward but seem that the Southerners must be
The census of the Belen school disreally is the provision that should be laboring under a constant nervous trict shows that there are 525 chilmodified. The works should be built, strain for fear of awakening some dren of school age in the district. The
in fact, New Mexico must insist that morning with their home swept away Belen Tribune multiplies this figure
they are built, but none of the waters either by wind or water, but despite by five in order to estimate the popuimpounded should be given away to malaria and a few other endemic dis- lation, placing it at 2,500. However,
a foreign republic and to another eases, the people living in the south- as persons of school age are all those
without
state
compensation; nor ern states are as unconcerned about between five and twenty years, three
should the building of the dam, in any the climate as are the people living on is the proper multiplier and not five,
way interfere with irrigation works the slopes of Vesuvius
about vol- which would indicate that Belen has
to be constructed on the upper Rio canic eruptions.
To them climatic a population of 1,500. The tendency
and its tributaries. This uniformity
Grande
free everywhere is to overestimate popuand equableness,
should be made plain to President from
excessive
heat, or mos- lation and this has been especially
Taft and Secretary of the Interior quitoes, or humidity are a mere the case in New Mexico the past few
Ballinger when in New Mexico next myth, the beauty of which they can years.
month. This Territory is a ward of
appreciate but for which they have j
the nation and it is a nice thing
Inn rrirt tv tin HI m a lo ri a ho a im nrno".
The State Game Commissioner of
for the guardians to seize the main
t d tneir system ora consumptive Pennsylvania reports that over four
source of wealth of its ward and give cough compels them to seek Santa hundred bear were shot in the Keystone state last year. Evidently, the
part of it to pay a treaty obligation Fe.
of the guardian without compensatwild wooliness is not all in the west
for even New Mexico, three times as
out
ing the ward for the illegal seizure.
that
Raton
Range points
The,
However, haste should be made to "the raise in taxes on grazing land in large as Pennsylvania, can hardly
rush the great works to completion.
the Territory from thirty cents an make as big a showing as that in
acre to fifty cents, means according bear hunting.
to
the report of those interested,
of
order
the
the
Jail breaks are still
The Sovereign Grand Lodge of the
about
occur
$300,000 in additional property
Mexico.
New
in
They
day
Odd
Fellows is only following the
Colfax
to
tax
of
roll
the
added
county
sometimes
and
too
often
much
appear
ex- -'
to have been accomplished with the which will make an addition if col- trend of public opinion when it who1
eludes
from
somethose
of
the
to
lected
membership
funds,
officials.
There
county
of
connivance
jail
should be a thorough investigation of thing like $10,000." This should re- manufacture or sell intoxicating liq-- '
uors. Aside from the moral question,,
every escape and some penalty pro sult in a lowering of the tax rate the
liquor trade is very expensive to
vided for punishing those through eventually and therefore prove a
life
and to fraternal benefit I
insurance
muse
even
wuose
au
iu
arounu,
oeneni
a
or
whose neglect
help
prisoner
associations.
assessment
the
additional
lands
bear
breaks out.
PRINCIPLE
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cities throughout the country-makstartling charges of incomplete
enumeration and grave discrepancies
in counting their inhabitants.
This is
especially true where towns have rivals or belong to the "boom" class.
and accuracy are
Completeness
most desirable, and for this reason
the enumerators should be men qualified for the work. Such men can be
found in all the large cities, either
among the present or former employ
es of the concerns publishing city'
directories. Other individuals quali
fied for this work are those who have
been taking the school census.
The fairest count possible throughout the entire nation is important.
Congressional and legislative apportionments for a decade are based on
the figures obtained. Unless the public be convinced that the enumeration
of the populace is accurately done, a
relatively smaller value will be placed
on the other data obtained.
Confidence in the work will only result
when public and press alike accept
the verdict without criticism. A
good start has been made in the ap
pointment, of supervisors, and it is
now their duty to maintain the standards in their selections of the fitness
which President Taft set in his ap-

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter
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Rent Money

,

"

Will Do
We will ell you a very desirable lion e on payir ents. which
rent money will rrake
jour
Don't wait. Bgn now paying
for your home,.
LET TTS EXPLAIN
OIK
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP 'MONEY.
GEO. M. KIN SELL
294 San Francisco St.

HUBBS LAUNDRY
OF

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Does First Class Work.
GIVE THEM

A

THE

PflUCE HOTEL

TRIAL

how-cold-

0

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

?ABER

K.

Cuisine and
Table Service

'

Hi HUE 3 H

'

I

for

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

THE LEADING
.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

0B0CER3.

Best Flour

IN

gig

SANTA FE

E LAqOME

Commodious

BOSS PATENT FLOUR
BEST becbuse it
eives the best, results in
bread and pastry of any
flour you can buy.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted. Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

contains more Gluten
which is the very life of
tin wheas and which
makes the bread nutritious

It

THE BUTTON WE

FiftESS

and WHOLESOME

DO

THE REST.

Runs on the European

impor
BOSS
PATENT FLOUR is entire y free from CELLULOSE

A1

vitally
tant feature

IHE

the indigestible element

CORONADO

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT

WES CO.
int.

60c AND 75c
AMERICAN
SPECLAL RATES BY THE WEEK

PRESTON. Proprietor.

;

NEAT LUNCH COUNTER flft
LADIES4 DINING ROOM
SANTA

BarberShop;

w

if

Ft, N.

M.

SPANISH LESSONS
Individual or Class Lessons
IN GRAMMAR

RAYMOND HAACKE

I

Y';

A

B
H

'

vL"'

ccS-trlscTiox-

$1.60
'

fElf

T

with hotel

NEW MEXICAN POINTING CO.
Local Agents for

122

Red

Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLIC

PLAN

THE HOTEL jSJORMANDlE
J. W.

Send Your laund y to the
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
at Albuquerque.
Basket leaves Tuesday,
Returns Friday.
AGENCY for Santa Fe at Kerr

Agent.

'

RATES 50c. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN

WORK

BRON,

CONNECTION

Electric Light, Hot and.
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

LAUNDRY

Phone No

HOTEL

IN

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

FIRST CLASS

F. O.

Planl

G. Lupe Hen- eiraJProl

of the wheat.

H.S.

Sample iocm

Long Distance Telephone Station.

ovtv-burdene- d

jlr

Sample
Lrge
R om
Com-

Unexcelled

EEE52229

1

n

of the Best Hotel in the West

One

i

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
Desk Unit with few o,
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.

A

live; We want to snow you
its advantages and possi-bilities. CaU write of phone

,

,
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A TIME TO SAVE
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O. L. Oldham, a Dallas traveling;
X
N
man, is stopping at the Palace.
Denve r. Colo., Sept. m.
Dr. C. S. Lost-y- ,
a specialist of Las
Weather forecast for N'ew Mex- N ico. fair tonight and Thursday
Vegas. is a suest at the Palace
S. T. Schell, the typewriter sales- with frost jn north ,loltil)U tl).
man, is a guest at the Claire.
night,
t
E. H. Snow, a traveling man from
3k
Boston, is quarter.,! at the Palace.
Vo , find all lh(, ,J01)lll.ir ,mmila of
ns
Reniigio S. Mondragon of this city
al weitim.r's
spent yesterday at Las Vegas visiting
Bowling Notes High score bowl- friemis- ins on
::',
bv
September 21,
Harry J. Jones, a traveling man :. Y. Marsh, making the fifth :j;!'v
fioin Denver, is registered at the h. h:ls 1( wled
highest score. Huh
I,alfRe.
1)( s,
1)v Mackcv
Miss Clara D. True arrived last
t
Dr. Clifford S. Losev, specialist eve
night from Kspanola. She is stopping H:n.( I1GSe alu, th,.oat wlll bp a(.
at the Palace
Palace Hotel, Wednesday,
Thursday
Lou Yeil, the well known commer- - a!Kl Kridav
Sept '"d -I- d in 'Mi'i
man
of Kansas City, is stopping
EarcJ Mlv G, Fr'wh;,e' We"ekl
jCial
at the Palace.
Hie , ,K Liuerque hair
is
Governor Curry will leave for' So- ,o have the First liniment!
ana;h;r
corro on Sunday cven.ng to open the Ban of ,,,
eltjVplav a w,.,.k at x!.,
fair there on; Monday.
') - )llu.rqtie during the"fair.
f , J Iv,e and R. E. Hecker returnj
H
Thjs M
De
,ed last night from a surveying tnp
At Albuu
J. Benson Xewell
in nonn western .New Mexico.
,
has brotlght 8uit for Uaiua,s
,
t;
S. L. Moms, a traveling man from
,hp c
for , .m.ies receivod f 0
6
lan on a bridge wheih the citv had
'
chmants, is stopping at the Claire.
be
nej?,igellt in 111.0Iectin,
Mrs. O. H. Robinson of Santa Rosa,
Forest Lands Restored to Settle-i- s
in the city placing her daughter in ment Orders have been received to
school. She is a guest at the Claire, restore to settlement M,7:H acres elim- - I
C. I. Weber, the hardware salesman mated from the Crcok national for- from St. Joseph, Mo., is among the est " Gila and Graham counties, Ari- t turrit rr rttn-cf,..,in.T o tl... Intn ZflllS (VlO iTvl.lV in m intn W,.,.
I
',
Miss S. Davidson of Denver, is in
Stoltzman
Sentenced W. A. S.
the city in the interest, of a home for
Slo!lznuln wa yesterday sentenced in
tubercular people. She is at the Pal- - tlm
... .11
,.... ai
ace.
"on"! iuuii
.Liuuquei (ue ny
A. Abbott to one year in
Ira
Judge
C. W. Fairfield, assistant in the of- lne penitentiary for robbing a box
fice of Territorial Auditor W. G. Sar car, but
sentence was suspended durgent, is confined to his home with ing
good behaviour and payment, of
illness.
ccsts amounting to $.".02.11.
W. J. Henwood, a Denver traveling
DAILY WEATHER REPORT.
man, was among the arrivals of last
Santa Fe, Sept. 21, 1909.
night. He is making headquarters at
Maximum temperature 7G degrees
the Claire.
at 2:4.") p. m. Minimum temperature
F. H. Moore of Xew York, and John
degrees at 5:40 a. m. Mean tem-Dvorack of Chicago, were among perature CO degrees. Departure from
the traveling men who are stopping noimal 0 degrees. Relative humidity
at 0 a. m. o2 per cent. Relative hum- at the Palace.
John Pflueger, merchant and post idity at (! p. m. 21 per cent. Relative
master at Lamy, was a visitor in humidity, average for the day, :',G per
Santa Fe over night. He left this cent. Lowest temperature during last
night 41 degree.--- . Temperature at G
morning for home.
A. Apfelbautr. a commercial
mm
from Cincinnati, arrived last night1 AerT1Fted Assassination at Clovis
fc" R
L(?epy' one ot' tlu' Clovis n,en
accompanied by his wife. He is a
a threatening !tj)freived
guest at the Palace.
last spring, demanding that he de- J. C. Beal, a bright and energetic
,,osit $:i000 In a l0elv' place,' was set
newspaper man connected with the
1)V Uvo m,;n
yt.fcterdav' who de.
Albuquerque CUtzen is a business vis- - mandP(1 that he leave the
cunty im.
tor in Santa Fe. He is quartered at
media.ely so that he could not "testi-fy against Mrs. Irwin and husband
Rev. S. Edwin Grant of Chama avjwho are held for blackmail.
When
rived in town last night to be on he refused, he was knocked down and
hand for the balance of the Masonic, two shots fired at him, one of which
ceremonies.
He is a guest at th took effect in his knee. Both assailPalace.
ants escaped.
Blair Burwell of Taos is in Santa;
The very first question a stranger
F'e today in consultation with Terri- asks on entering a city; is: "Can you
torial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan tell me a good place in which I can
regarding a large irrigation project in step?" To the readers of this paper,
Taos county.
visiting Denver we can conscientiousW. H. An- ly suggest the Albany because It is
Delegate to Congress
Governor C. W. right in the center of the business
drews,
Stone and D. M. Howard of Warren, district, all car lines are in close proxto it, and the greatest reason of
Pennsylvania, W. S. Hopewell and M. imity
is
all
that you get more for your
A. Ross, a timber expert, have returned to Albuquerque from a trip money at THE ALBANY than at any
to the Baca Location Xo. 2 in the Je- - other hotel.
mez mountains,
'.OPERA COMPANY
Atorney M. W. Mills of Springer was
MADE A HIT
in Santa Fe today in consultation with
Governor Curry on Reform School mat A
Larne Audience Were We ,, Enter- ters. The school is now in a position.
.
.
.
tamed at The Elk's
,
4
,!

The time to save money is when you are earning it. A portion of your income regularly put away every week or
month wi'l in time grow to sat s facto y proportioLS.
It is the firsi THOUSAND DOLLARS that is the
hardest to sive Save that thou'sard by star ire a
1NGS ACCOUNT with this back. We encourage the small
depositor as well as the large one.

The Louse tl at will SAVE YOU MONEY

X3K

ri-:-

EVERYTHING IN HAROWlRE
&3
Mail Order

Phone No.

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO

SANTA FE, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000
...
OFFICERS
G. FRANKLIN

G.

President

FLICK,

'

:

j

,

W. S. DAVIS.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier.

J.

B. LAMY
R. H. HANNA

FREDERICK

MULLER

Undertaken
HARDWARE

FURNITURE

1

nia'i:i-;e:i!ei-

FRANKLIN FLICK

N. B. LAUGHLIN

Sell

'

DIRECTORS

W. S. DAVIS, Cashier.

SSTees

r 'J.
nt
lir
cnanes
wanner rurnuure cu.

Phone
no. io

Ootermoor Mattress vou w
m
aa.
have heard of and seen advertised
-v.M
so many years. The one that's built of
eight interlacing Ostermoor sheets, w hich after
and sewed within the tick is
heing hand-lai-d
for
to
ready
you
sleep on for the rest of your life V,
and then bequeath to your heirs. There is one
record of three generations sleeping on the
same Ostermoor.
It has been in satisfactory
use for fifty-tw- o
years and that is a pretty good
m
record for durability isn't it?
WA
K

V,

1

Come in and let us show
you the Ostermoor

Z

'

I'0

V'A
Wfi

and explain why it is proof against dust,
moisture, and vermin
and never needs any renovation but a sun bath.
Our stock-wil- l
enable you to examine and test before
you buy.

j

rhone

n--

m

Yes, this is the

E

ROLL TOP DESKS
of all kinds.
CHINA.

IL."

B

jar

:

Special
far tssrs

.

"We

i

ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT

Soli-titcJ-

for Monarch Malleable Iron Ranges
Every Stove Guaranteed.

Agents

-

Let

ls

m

m

figure your heating and plumbing

SANITARY, PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

1

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Ths Colorado Rational Life Assurance

"

Denver Colorado.

I The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGEIE, Manager for New Mexico.

A M.
Santa Fe,

N. M.

Catron

Block

Great Big Days

that the management will give a

and

1

11-1- 6

TdE GREAT GAME OP PUSH BALL ON HORSEBACK
THE GREA P SOUTHWESTERN MARATHON RACE
THE GREAT N AT REISS CARNIVAL COMP ANY
The Great Strobel Airship in

aily

MARKET REPORT

HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES

011-4-

SPECIAL EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
W.

G.

President

TIGHT,

JOHN B. McMASOS,

j

MONEYS AND METALS
New York, N. Y., Sept. 22,-L- ead
quiet i..M t& 4.47
Copper firm;
Standard Spot 12.50
12.75; Silver:

'

ALL KINDS OF EXHIBI TS

,ij

;

rnme raper

4

2

o

percent ;

84

Preferred

RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT SERVICE
148 San

H. C, YQMTZ

MEXICAiN

FILIGREE
JEWERELY

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND

SILVERWARE.

Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N. M.

WATCHES

A

Tested and

A

Fitted
.

By

Up-t- o

Date Methor

you vtstel the VALLEY RANCH this year? If nof wfiy notl?' I
Are you aware that the .VALLEY RANCH buildings have hcen remplded at
great expense arid qfter the test of home comforts with solAiolcl board? ' s'
Areyouaware that the" biKgest trout catch on the fefros this jear was-- f
made by a Santa Fe maa at VALLEY RANCH? The ffsjiiug season elosts
Ootoher 15th.
Aieyon aware that thf grouse'and quail season opens 'Bet,. 1st., dec')- Oct'
;
;
15th.,? All game plentiful around VALLEY RANCH this Year,'. Are you aware that the VALLEY RANCH aas the best 4tennis- court and
'
dancing floor in the territory.
,,
3fa.xaaplilt aa.d all Ixxforraatlosi,'" '
J- M
MILLER,
-

.

Hl-va.tr,t-

VALLEY RANCHNf

Hair light
crown?

has
two

Tfie

THEflE

UST BE A REA

SON.

CAp
UUu,

CA.
UU-

-

CA.
QAn

Hel
I

EAL ESTATE

LIFE

&

SURETY BOND1

FIRE INSURANCE

HAVE A FINE LINE
OF CITY PROPEKTY
FOR SALE AND RENT

Nco-folk-

ALSO

Some fine ranch property close in

BEFORE INVESTING

O

YOUR- MONEY CONSULT US

WATSON & COMPANY

1

C- 19 SAN

FRANCISCO STREET,
SAUTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

PHONE
RED

ibq

.

it

:

washable

uvv,

18-1-

.

QRn

UUUi

The long wool rolls, worth 80c.
ou; price

years
M

hae

UUu.

6--

;

Rgil sanitiry

Our bu&iness
doubled fin

SHIP."

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111. Sept. 22. Wheat, Sept. Large, Luminous Sign Painted on
105; Dec. 99
Corn, Sept. CG
Sides of U. S. Cruised North
Dec. GO ;. 'Oats. Sept. 39
j
Carolina
Dec. 39
Pork, Sept. 24.10; Jan.1
7
.
Lard, Sept. 12.30; Oct. 12.17
Vai, Sept. 22. "This is
; Ribs,
Oct. 11.67
a hell of a ship," is the enormous
Sept. 11.97
WOOL MARKET.
sign which blazed from the sides of
St. Louis,, Sept. 22. Wool steady; the U. S. cruiser North Carolina last
territory western mediums 2328; night as it lay at anchor in Hampton
fine mediums 2224; fine 1319.
Roa'ds
On account of insubordina- LIVE STOCK.
firm whllo at Ilia
Kansas City. SeDt. 22.r Cattle Re- - tire tho row nf tha inh Pumittio
ceipts 15,000, including 1,500 south- - were refused shore leave. The offi- erns. Market steady to strong. Native cers are
making an investigation as
steers $4.008.25
southern steers to the perpetrators of the sign which
$3.254.50; southern cows J2.40(?, evtenrtoi
o; native cows and heifers $2.25
ship painted in luminous paint.
o.ov, aiocKers ana reeaers ?a.uucwo-o0- ;
bulls $2.503.75; calves $2.507.00; BUILDER OF PRINTING
western steers $3.906.50: western
'
ddcmbs is
cows $2.754.50.
Market! il .fin don Tn rr
HogSf- - Receipts 11.000.
Car 90 T?Vhttt.f
steady to weak. Bulk sales 7Sftfffli
8.2o; heavy $8.108.25; packers and of R. Hoe & Co., the
printing press
butchers $7.958.25; light $7.708.25; j manufacturers of London
and New
pigs $a.257.2o.
York, died here todav from kidnev
Sheen
Receipts 12.000. Market EtrnnMo
trta innnnftA
j
steady to 10 lower. Muttons $4.25
administrative ability developed the
5.10; lambs $5.757.00; range weth- - "Hoe cyclinder" into the wonderful
ers $4.005.25; ranee
ewes J3.25ifi
murhtno nf
v th
ii
i
iociu uatc, lie vvao
aIso .the inventor of a color press.
i

GOODS

The new parted hair switch, the
kind the naw hats demand

2

Ha-v-

Mgr.
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roM we
50 to.

Lo?g wire nA
roll now uJj,
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TheMalley Ha weir
F.

Th3 lara
roll now

.
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Eye
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DIAMONDS

ryj

Fancy Combs Hair Goods etc,

The new taparing
cut the price from

.pany played the musical comedy calIed
the Isle of ph,s Pong and made
Ue
a hit The arge audience was kept
in a constant upronr and api,eai.e(1 t0
enjoy the occastion greatlv
0n next Monda the same company
rPtm.n tn Satn Fo nn(1 n.in nilt
on the comic opera called Old Kink
Cole.
The prices will be greatly reduced so that all of Santa Fe can be
present and enjoy a real live produc- tion. The seats will be on sale at
Fisher's, the prices being twenty five
thirtv five and tifty cents.
London Market Strona
The fifth series cf sales at the Lon
RES
don wool market has commenced
with, the market active and prices at
a ten per cent increase.

Mexican Dollars 43; call money 2 34
ty.' 6 per cent. Amal. So
Atch.
119
N. Y. Cent. Ex. Div. 135
,
So. Pac. 131; Union Pac. 203
Steel 'THIS IS

Secretary

rn.

u

H'lR

G 00D S

F

Last night, which was Masonic night
at the Elk's Theater witnessed a crow

woukee.

lights

U. S. CAVALRY MANEUVERS

T--

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

Theater.

good

account of itself. Mr. Mills will leave
for his home this evening.
Mrs. j. j. riagerman win leave cner- borough, France, with the remains of
Mr. Hagerman on September 28, on
the Steamer George Washington and
will be met at New York by her sons,
Herbert J. Hagerman and
Percy Hagerman. Interment will be
made in Forest Home Cemetery, Mil- -

Resources Exposition
OCTOBER

Hi

I

29th Annual New Mexico Fair

ILBHOUEEOUS

I

'

Company

nrin

Drink
Pabst
DlGNEO

&

NAPOLEON Agts.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer

Malt Tonic
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ftew rzxico Central Railroad; Time Table
KKAIj

KKALi I'OWX
DAILY.

a
22

2.19
4.10
4.49

bi
61

5.H

tW

5.39

80
105
116

n.ia

llf.9
137S

319
1130
i

Stanley

Ksliiiu'ia
Williinl
(ViliUMlIf
Tori'iiiicu'

9.30
7.35

" Kansas city "i
St. lxmis "

a. a.
a. ni,11.15
a- - in.
8.01)
p. in. 7.00
p. m, LOO
a, in. T.00

"

8.0U

-

Kl 1'(IM

a. in.

"
10.35
10.U) p, ill.

'

('lik-ag-

"

"
"
:"
"
"

2.36
2.11
1.15
12.40
11.35
11.05

"1.15
9.45

2" Los Angeles ""
." Mexico City
Ar Kosweli: Lv

o

ALT

"

a 17

I'P

I

5.25 p. in.
"
4.22

Moriiiri y

7'26
8.u0

p. m.

mi

PASS'K
IiAILY

.

Lv Smitn Ft' Ar
Lv
Ar Ki'OiH-U.-

p. in. 1.45

41

1543
220

STATION'S

PASS--

MILKS
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M.

"
a. in.

6.00 p. 111.
6'00 a. ill.

7.013
6.' 08
6.317
6.204
6.136
6.IW3

'j."6

6.244
6,430
7S0
600
3.700
i)63
i,349

Passenger daily makes direct connection at Torrance witn the Rock
Island Golden State Limited, the finest train in th eWest," making the
Quickest time to and from all points East and West. Tickets to all parts
of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive agents all steamship
lines. Information gladly furnished.
J. P. LYXG, City Freight and Passen ger Agent
Laughlin Bldg

REMOVES
BL00B HUMORS

WORLD'S FAIR.
San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 22.

MAtCNit.

Un-

der the auspices of the local chamber of commerce a mass meeting will
be held in this city on October 1, at
which definite organization for the
purpose of promoting a world's fair
It is exin 1915 will be effected.
pected that the meeting will also result in the appointing of the various
committees necessary to look after
The Traveling
the
undertaking.

Every pore and gland of the skin is employed in the necessary work of
preserving its smooth, even texture, softening and cleansing it, and regulat
ing tne temperature ot our bodies. This is done by an evaporation through
each tiny outlet, which goes on continually day and night. When the blood
becomes infected with humors and acids a certain percentage of these
impurities also pass off with the natural evaporatiou, and their sour, fiery
nature irritates and innames the skin, and dries up its natural oils, causing
pimples, boils, pustules or some itching rash, or hard, scaly skin affection.
a. o. H. cures s.un troubles of every kind by neutralizing the acids and
d
circuremoving the humors from the blood. S. S. S. cools the
lation, builds it up to its normal strength and thickness, multiplies its
nutritious, red corpuscles, and enriches it in every way. Then the skin,
instead of being irritated and diseased by the exuding acrid matter, is
nourished, soothed and softened by this cooling, healthy stream of blood.
S S. S., the greatest of blood purifiers, expels all foreign matter and surelj
cures traema, Acne, letter, Salt Rheum and all other diseases and
affections of the skin. It removes pimples, blackheads, and other unsightly blemishes from the skin and assists in restoring a good complexion.
Book on Skin Diseases and any medical advice desired free to all who write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. fiA
acid-heate-

,XS'

Montezuma Lodge No.
1. A. F. & A. M.
Reg
ular communication
first Monday of eaca
month
at
Masonu
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE.
Worthy Master.

ALAN R. McCORD,
Secretary.
Men's Association of Texas, which
has already done a great deal of work
Santa Fe Chapter No. L
in the matter, will be presented by
R. A. M.
Regular conits vice presidents, some forty in
vocation second Monday of
number.
each month at Masni
The work tentatively mapped out
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
will consist of the raising of a large
J. J. (JKANDALL, H. P.
means
the
for
fund supplying the
ARTHUR
SELIGMAN. Secretary.
work to be carried on. As soon as
possible the federal and various state
governments will be asked to partiSanta Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T.
cipate in the undertaking by making
Regular conclavs
appropriations for it. Foreign gov-- i
fourth Monday In each
ernruents, and especially those of
month' at Masonic Hall si
Latin America, to whom the subject 7:30 p. m.
of the celebration the Panama canal
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C. '
is of particular interest, will also
PERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
be approached.

mm

folds upon folds of the same texture
that winds about the head and extends
down in the back to the coat collar,
Wit,
hiding all the hair except a fringe that
Palace.
Mrs. S. Davidson, Denver; F. J. shows over the left temple.
Ivy, R. E. Hecker, City; S. Edwin
ON
Grant, Chama; Harry .1. Jones, Den SPREADING GOSPEL
A YEARLY PITTANCE.
ver: Miss Bryan, Redlands, Cal.; Miss
NOTICE.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
C. D. True, Espanola; O. L. Oldham,
14th
degree, Ancient and Accepted
Men
of
Territorial
Engineer.
Department
aTB Dallas; W. E. Smith, Antonito; E. H. Meager Salaries Keep Young
Scottish
Rite of Free Masonry meets
1909.
First
From
8,
Sept.
publication
VeAverage
Ministry
Only
C.
S.
Losey, Las
Snow, Boston;
on
the
third
1909.
a
Last
29,
Monday of each montfc
$2
publication Sept.
Day.
gas; L. Weil, Kansas City; John H.
at
7:30 o'clock In the evening la
1909.
N.
3,
Santa
M.,
,
Fe,
Sept.
Apfel-baumA.
Reilly, Colorado Springs;
Notice is hereby given that on the Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Methodist, about $480.
P. H.
and wife, Cincinnati;
no
21st
statistics
day of May, 1909, in accordance Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are
Baptist,
complete
E.
Xew
John
Dvorack,
York;
Moore,
.
.
invited to attend.
Miles From
with Section 26. Irrigation Law of
about $700.
Miles From
No 1,
No 21
Presbyterian,
a
M. W. Mills, Springer; H.
1 A T
Chicago;
lu"
Des Moines
Raton
DAILY
DAILY
1907, W. J. Preston of Santa Fe,
Congregational $907.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32,
X. Johnson, Albuquerque.
county of Santa Fe, Territory of New
Episcopal, about $600.
Venerable Master.
Claire.
49
6 30 p. m,
I 00 ft. m.
0
Lv. lies Moines t
.N:M.
Arr,
Writing in Munsey's Magazine for Mexico, made two applications to the HENRY F. STEPHENS 32,
W. J. Henwood, Denver; Mrs. O. H.
"
" Kumaldo, "J!
B IB
10 12 a, in.
46
Lv.
m.
p.
de- - territorial
"
"
" Dedraan
11
10 35 a, m.
88
4 65 p. m.
engineer of New Mexico
Robinson, Santa Rosa; C. I. Weber, October, Walter Prichard Eaton
Secretary.
"
"
" Oapulln
32
4 35 p. m.
10 50 a, m.
18
on for two permits to appropriate from
of
in
course
an
clares
the
article
T.
S.
St.
"
Schell, Denver;
20
29
4 25 p. m.
Joseph:
II 06 t m.
Vigil
"
"
" Thompson
24
11 20 a. m
the public waters of the Territory of
8 55 p. m. Daniel
!S
White, Washington: A. P. Da- "The Ministry as a Profession:"
"
"
6. P. O. E.
18
8 SO p. m.
11 45 a. n,
81
Xew Mexico.
"
"The
ar
churches
Protestant
L.
alarm
S.
"
John
" Ounnliigham
42
12 20 p.m.
7
2 55 p. in. vis, City:
Pflueger, Lamy;
Ollfton House Junction
Santa
No. 460, B. P. O. B.,
Fe
Lodge
2
12 45 p. in.
30
Arrm,
stud-JJ
p
ed over the dwindling number of
Such appropriation is to be made
Morris, Los Angeles.
0
raton w m
12 25
30 D. m.
Lv.
r,
Lv.
holds its regular session on the secp.m.
in-- ,
"
in
ents
" Ollfton House Junction
and
the
Normandie.
from
their
first
Hondo
12
7
42
at'
05
8 60 p.m.
seminaries,
Lv.
Arroyo
points
p.m.
"
"
" Preston
11 40 a. m.
18
49
34 15 p. m,
Sec. IS, Tp. 16 N. ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
Walter Wilson, J. Harris, Anna
difficulty of securing worthy plication, NW
"
"
" Koehler
11 06 a' m
28
68
4 45 p m.
.
"
"
" Koehler J net.
20
The min-- range 10 E.; second application NW j month. Visiting brothers are invite
4 56 p. in.
68
1115 a.m. Heidelle, Leroy Sisters, Streeter Bry- recruits for the ministry.
"
" Uolfax
"
15 60 p. tn.
83
68
tlO 15 a. m. an
DAVID KNAPP.
sec. i(, l p. id, in., range xu Hi. and welcome.
Co.; J. Rutledge, Glorieta; George l&iwi s iut, ii pussiuie, is iu ue iimuu
"
"
" Oerrososo
8 15 p, m.
41
77
9 43 a. m.
Exalted Ruler.
consider-no
9 25 a.m.
less
for
6 35 p.m.
J.
means
Lyand
of
diversion
Arr
and
easier,
Robertson,
Shiprock.
practical
storage
by
47
nrMARRON w. m.
88
7 08
7 50 a.m.
Lv.
rr
p.m.
ations even if these are not always all unappropriated normal and flood J. D. SENA. Secretary.
Coronado.
" Nash
7
10
60
40
88
M.
N.
Lv
a.m.
p.m.
i.
"
"
j
" Harlan
7 25 a. in.
7. 23 p. m.
58
89
than for ethical ones.
S. Olson, Otto; H. Hubbard, Pol- confessed
flow is to he conveyed to reservoirs
"
7 00 a. m.
7. 45 p. m.
94
69
Ute Park
."
Don't be afraid to give Chamber- 2 and 3 and thence to Sees.
lard, Colo,; J. D. Mowrer, Harlan.
"We pay the workman $3 a day
Tp.
or a little more to build the church; 16 N, Range 9 E., and also to reser-- lam s Cough Remedy to your children,
E. P. A 3. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N STUNNING GOWNS OF
( Connect! with
voir No. 1 and thence to lands of It contains no opium or other harmful
and we pay the clergyman $2 a dayM., 6:15 p. m.
LILLIAN RUSSEL or a little less to preach in it.
Sees. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 8, 9, 10, 11, drug. It always cure. For sale by all
t Connect with E. P. A t. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawion, N. M
2S- - 29 a
2i- - 23- - 22 20. 2C34 T- 16 druggists.
minisTo
increase the salaries of
1:55 a. m.
Her New Play "The Widow's Might" ters to a point where
9
R.
means
and res-- .
of
E.
ditches
N,
by
can
supN.
they
meets
M.
trains at Preston, N.
M.,
Stage for van Houten,
Gives Her Opportunity to Shine
If you want anything on earth try
port and educate their families in ervoirs, etc., and there used for irrigaC. &. S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines n follows
in Her Parisian Creations.
f
flve
ten
t0
and
tior
thousand
a
acres,
New Mexican want "ad."
and
a
over
small
have
decency
margin
BOUND
NORTH
SOUTH BOUND.
for the necessity of books and the domestic use.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, :08 a. m.
In the luxury of a reserve, to a point where) A11 persons who may oppose the
New York, X. Y., Sept. 22.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
who
of
the first nighterr
gath- - they are beyond poverty, is a crying granting of the above application must
Track connection with A. T. A 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C parlance
CHEAP EXCURSIONS TO
eied to receive Lillian Russel in her 'need of the Protestant churches to- - j file their objections, substantiated by
& S. at Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
with
affidavits,
(properly
backed)
Widow's
new
Might," day.
comedy. "The
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
"The demand for young, active the territorial engineer on or before
Cimarron, N. M., Is depot f r the following points In New Mexico: Ocato, in Xew York the past week the consen-- j
Lilis at present greater than Iour weeks irom aate oi last puoiica'
ministers
was
sus of opinion
that the fair
flayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
via
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo lian wins asain. Edmund Day's com-- i the supply, and a youth of marked tion hereof
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
New Meiico Central Railroai
of a
Lobo, edy of Wall Street, which is her stel- - ability is practically certain
Cerro,
Elizabethtown,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Territorial
comfortable
soon
almost
as
as
Engineer.
out.
living
d
Red
River
turns
Ranches
for
Taos
vehicle
and
the
lar
Taos,
present,
Questa,
Twining.
City,
It
15th to 20th 1909
the play that permits Miss Russel to! he steps out of his divinity-school- .
e. J, DEDMAN,
W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
shine in new surroundings with all is the young minister who is in deChautauqua Meeting $16.10
today, especially in the large
Superintendent V Ores, and Gen Mgr. Gen Pass Agen the charm and feminine graces that mand
churches.
The ministers themcity
Good returning Sept., 23rd .
M- to
make
N.
iW
combined
her
been
have
RATON.
long
RATON,
RATON, N,
an institution on the American stage. selves say that their 'dead line' is
UctooerlSch and 16th
A surprising element of her new reached at the fiftieth year.
;sj.Mgi.magBWttBa
"Present conditions have now imcharacter which was particularly no-- j
Meetiug of Presidents
more than poverty; because of
ticed was the former Queen of comic posed
the increased cost of living, they have
Taft and Diaz $13.40
opera has riiiened in her art as a com- - come to
impose privation, and i'nFel- was
note
of
most
edienne and the fact
Good returning Oct 18th
the splendid advancement she
'
art.
of
,
made in this difficult branch
,
November 1st. to 7th.
10 ik men 10
Her development has been to her poise CQme Jnt0 uiurr mum,
EL PASO & RETURN
El Paso Fair and
and charm, and withal her work in the them t0
fl
because Qf
central character ot th.s interesting reward is t0 debase Chl.istianity and
Exposition $13.40
uaus0 tQ insu,t jtg founder
siuij oi .,upiu auu uic oL,v
Fortunately,
was so clean and convincing that Miss til Pt'P COtilYl C in f rr
Good returning Nov. 8th
J
1
Kussel lilted tne piece into a success ;ger of this particuiar insult.
Train arrives in El Paso
ana dj iorce oi ner peisunaiu v ana
8 a. m. In time for good dav
wonderful stage presence made it a ANNUAL TRADES
Datas of sale Sept. 15th to 20th
Sigit-seein- g.
decided hit,
DISPLAY AT FAIR.
Return Limit Sept, 23rd.
There is always an element of a
P. I YNG,
Russell production which makes her Albuquerque Will Be One Great Blaze
City Freight & Passenger Agent
TO THE EAST & NORTH
See Santa Pe Agen's.
task the more difficult. Lons recog-- i
of Light During the Week of
nized as the peer of her sisters in
President's Visit.
Now in effect Via
stageland, her feminine admirers look
The annual trades display parade
to the airy fairy Lillian to lead the
HEW MEXICO CENTRAL
procession in sartorial embellishment in Albuquerque during the fair this
of her characters. The role entrusted year will be far more elaborate and
to her is opportune in this, but even spectacular than any pageant preblase first nighters were startled by j viously attempted. An interesting
E. P. & S. W.
:7,
the Parisian gowns that Miss Russell feature will be the fact that many
more
outside firms will be representbrought over for her use this season.
For full particukrs,
A. N BROWN
constitute an array of wearing ed in the procession than at any preThey
o. p. A.-- rc, p. & s. w.
Address
apparel too wonderful to permit of de-- ! vious fair. A bureau has been orKl Paso Texas.
tailed description other than they are ganized to take care of this big stunt
the newest styles to be had and pretty exclusively; hundreds of dollars in
enough to make one envious were they prizes have been offered for the best
m;.,n imo-selt.,.. displays and altogether the industrial
umu iunuciu
worn iuy uny utiii fl,n
is
a
The first dress
shopping parade is going to be one of the things
1
I!
costume of gray Liberty satin trimmed best worth seeing at the twenty-nintin silver lace and natural lying furs. It fair.
Albuquerque is going to he one
is a pretty combination of the Napol
h
blaze of light during the
great
eonic and Directoire effects, with a
fair and resources exposition
1
1
hat of the First Empire period next
month. The contracts signed up
that sets off Miss Russell's radiant for
illuminating
paraphernalia are
act
the
second
The
presents
beauty.
and
incandescent lamp
the
very
large
star in a dinner gown of clinging white is to be used to
greater
advantage
and
with
satin
skirt
plaited
Liberty
than ever before. Every business
made effective by its simplicity of out-- ; house is to be
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
gorgeously illuminated
line. The design Is known iii Paris as in colored
search lights will
lights,
and
!a moitiere creation and ultra modern
Washington.
Montana, Nevada, Oregon,
blaze, huge bonfires will be built on
in treatment. The gown is studded the
The kind that grows with your library
night Taft is in the city and the
with rbinestones and arc en cial (rain-- ' hotel Alvarado is to be Illuminated as
will fit practically any space
that
that
bow) pielettes. The sleeves and neck it was last year during the Irrigation
can be moved one unit at a time by one
are of silver voil.
Congress, so that every gable and
The third act is a ball room scene cornice of the big hotel will be out'
person without disturbing the books that Is
and here Miss Russell wears a wonder-- ' lined in living fire. The coming of
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
ful creation of blue and gold brochad-e- Taft has stimulated interest in the
Via
roller-bearibookcase made. Fitted with non-bindinsilk draped in surplice style and illumination feature and Albuquerque
'
hung in Grecian folds with the aim is going to be one continuous Great
doors; base units furnished with or without
'of silhouquetting the figure without
White Way. One spectacular feature
f!
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
DENVER
the lines too strongly. There will be the turning of search lights
Is a winged .back of gold crocheted on the great Strobel airship as this
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
lace. The neck and sleeves are of Veu- - monster of the air hovers over the
see them or send for. catalog 105 with interior
etian point. For the final act Miss city at night.
Still in effect to all
views showing arranscmeot in Jibrary .parlor,
Russell wears a carriage dress of white
cloth with a satin hem around the bota
For
Sprained Ankle.
points.
tom. Over this is a Byzantine coat of
A sprained ankle may be cured In
New Mexican P.itin
the time usually rev.tupany
transparent Russion scroll lace em- about
For farther Information make inquiry of"
local agents. Santa
Nei "iexleo.
broidered with silver. Her hear dress quired, by applying
Chamberlain's
is the newest combination of turband Pain Balm freely, and giving It abP. H. McBRIDE, Ajeat, or W. D. SHEA, T. P. & P. A.
and Russian toque of moonlight blue solute rest. For sale by all druggists.
SANTA FE. N. M.
velvet with an esprey at the side of the
If you want anything on earth try
same shade. This is the most extreme
Parisian bit of millinery, consisting ot a New Mexican want "ad."
!
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ALL GOLD COSTUME
OF MRS. ERYAN LEAVITT
Scenes at Bankers' Ball at Chicago
tended by President Taft and
Governor Deneen.

At-

Chicago, Sept. 22. The personnel of
President Charles W. Eliot's aides in
the great task of enrolling in the National Conservation Association a popular membership of hundreds of thousands soon will be announced. The constitution, it proves, provides for a pre-

sident,
secretary, treasurer and an executive committee of
nine members besides the officers, and
a board of managers. President Eliot
will appoint the committee and board
of managers. On the board each state
and territory will be represented by
one member and it will be the board
of managers which will furnish most
of the outside momentum in the campaign for members and popular support in carrying out the work begun
by President Roosevelt at the confer-- '
ence of Governors in Washington. It
is announced that membership at $2
a year has been supplemented by the
opportunity to become a "life mem-- '
ber" for $100, a "contributing mem-- '
her" by voluntary contributions and
a "patron" where the contribution is
$1,000 or more. The declarations of
t,

?"ever, pofitivelynevprpoisnn yonrlungs. If you
couRh even from a simple colli only yon should
always heal, soothe, ami erne tho irritated bronchial tubt. Don't bliinlly suppress it with a
stupefying poison. It s strange how som things
finally come about. For twenty years Dr. Shoop
has constantly warned peopienotto takecoiiKh
mixtures or
containing Opium,
Chloroform, or similar poisons. And now a little
lute though Congress says "Put it on the label,
if poisons aie in your CotiEh Mixture." Good!
Very good ! llereaftfrfortl.isveryreasonmothers.
and others, should insist on having Dr. Mioop's
Cough Cure. No poison marks on Dr. Snoop's
labels and none in the medicine, else It must by
law be on tho label. And it's not only sate, but it
Is said to be by those that know it lest. a truly remarkable cough remedy. Take no chance then,
particularly w ith your children. Insist on having
Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. Compare carefully the
Dr. Shoop package with others and note the
difference. No poison marks there! You can
always be on the safe side by demanding

CO.

port the young heir in the Austrian
The young husband is a
member of the Austrian royal family,
and a favorite of the Emperor Francis
Joseph, and although his forbears were
energetically ejected from the throne
of Portugal, Prince Miguel still claims
the rizht of succession. When George
Smith labored among musty records
in Chicago, half a century ago, he
denied himself everything but the most
frugal living and kept doggedly amassing what was then an almost incred
ible fortune. The fortune ranks pretty well even in these days of financial
wizardy but the thrifty old man recked
little that he was piling up cash to
varnish the escutcheon of one of the
most decadent monarchies of Europe.
costume of Mrs. Ruth
The
Bryan Leavitt, at Chicago's memorable
"bankers' ball", has set tongues of men
and women going: Has William Jennings Bryan renounced silver for gold.
Has he let this be blazoned by his
daughters where financiers of the nation might, if they or their wives observed Mrs. Leavitt's gowning ( put tw-and two together, and learn in this subtle fashion that he considers gold a
good standard after all. Mrs. Leavitt
wore a long trailing costume of yellow
suggesting something of the long lined
robes of the day and somethins of the
loosely flowing robes of the Greeks.
Her hair, of just a little darker yellow, was arranged in a band of yellow
gold and in her arms she carried a
great sheaf of yellow roses. Mrs.
Frederick Dent Grant's expuisite simplicity of gowning, always an effective
foil for the military gold-lacand decorations of her husband, General Grant
stood out like a cameo among the
rampant fuss and feathers of prominent femininity to the number of five
thousand who crowded the dancing
floor of the audiorius theatre. While
every ,other woman was bedight with
as many diamonds and jewels as she
could possibly lay fingers upon in honesty, causing one financial king from
Kansas to call the crush a "gemmed
jam", Mrs. Grant, silver haired, and
patrician, was perfect in a modest empire frock of white satin, with just a
few touches of rare lace, and no ornaments save a spray of white lilacs and
a single white rose in Tier hair. Comment was current upon her right to
the title of greater beauty than that
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of the Interior, U. S. Land
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, September 21. 1909.
Notice is hereby jriven that Albina

Department
Office

d

'

I.ucero, of Jemez Springs, N. M., who
on July 3, 1908, made Homestead Entry (Serial 052), No. 052, for Lot 7,
Section 0, and N.
of Lot 1, Section
7, Townshly IS N.. Range 4 E., N. M.
1
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above des050 cribed, before the Register and Receiv550 er, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
50 Mexico, on the 4th day of November,

one-hal-

God-sen- d
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printing
the largo

piece of
wcrk we turn out. Try our stock
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facilities for
SEALED PROPOSALS.
Sealed proposals will be received by turning out every class of work, inthe Board of County Commissioners of cluding one of the best binderies in
Santa Fe County, at the office of the the west.
Probate Clerk up to noon the ninth day
of October, .1909, for the heating, plumbing and electric wiring of the court
house now under construction.
Plans
and specifications can be seen at the
office of the probate clerk, or I. H. &
&
W. M. Rapp & Co., architects, "also
at the building. Seperate proposals
Telephone No 145 Red
will be received on each. Address all
bids to George, W. Armijo, probate
MRS. OTTO RLTSCH.
:..
i,,.ij:
clerk.
out of this appalling total, 206,225 diI. SPARKS,
vorces, or not quite one in four, have Chairman Board
CommissionCounty
been issued on grounds of crusty. OnD. M.
&
ers.
ly one cause has been more productive
desertion; and the total of decrees
The New Mexican Printing Com-- ;
Builders and Contractors.
based upon that charge is 307,502. pany has on hand
a large supply of
This ratio has held good in Nevada
pads and tablets suitable for school
PLANS & ESTIMATES
and undoubtedly holds there substanwork, the desk, and also for lawyers
on short notic6"
Furnished
f
tially today.'
nnr! morrVi ante rrr ,j AiniTn.v.n.A. ttt.
After describing many incidents in will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
Reno divorce court history, he asks:
"Is there much of this seeking of
divorce in order to marry other
in order to marry some one

married citizens of Nevada paid the
price the highest percentage or divorces of any state in the union.
Munsey's Magazine for October publishes a remarkable article on "Reno,
the Refuse of Restless Hearts."
Speaking of divorces in general, the
writer says:
"Practically a million divorces have
been granted in the United States
within the past twenty years.
The
exact number for the years from 1SS7
to 1906, inclusive, is 945,625, as against
12,S32,044 marriages. As far as new
marriages are concerned, therefore,
there has been nearlv nni flivnivo fnr

Register.

FRESH EGGS

MILK

CREAM

tfci,.,

SON

HOOVER

,

else?
"It is probably the explanation

Rubber Stamps

of
seven applications out of every ten
filed in Reno. As some men, when
their wives are away, mark on their
desk calanders the number of days
they have to wait, and count every day
as one day nearer to the reunion, so
some of these set down the hundred
and eighty-twdays required to obtain
the right to sue and the fourteen days
beyond that required for the trial of
the cause. Every day is a day nearer
to freedom and to a new love."

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THINQ
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR
BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

o

CALL FOR BIDS.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the Board of Regents of the New Mexico Military Institute, Roswell, N. M.,
up to 12 o'clock noon, the 9th day of
October, 1909, for the construction of
the Academic Building, according to
plans and specifications on file at the
offices of I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co.,
Architects, Trinidad, Colo., and Santa
Fe. N. M., also at the office of the sec
retary. Proposals must be accom
panied by a certified check in amount
equal to 3 per cent of proposal, accord- ing to conditions accompanying speci- fications. Theboard reserves the right
to reject any and all bids.
COL. J. W. WILLSON,
Superintendent.
W. M. ATKINSON, Secretary.
The seals and record books for notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing Company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

PRICE-LIS-

T

Stamp, not over 2 2 lnche
ng
ise
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Inches long
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
20c.
Each additional line on stamp, 15.
e
and not ov er 5 Inches long
Stamp, over 3
25$,
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches lonjj, per Inch
S5c.
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-haInch Inch In
siz, We charge for one
Inch' or fraction.
line for each one-ha- lf
One-lin- e

2

Or-lin-

;

j
j
i

2

lf

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for
Dater month, day and year In
inch
Ledger
B
Regular line Dater
Definance Model Band D:t:r
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS.

Fac-Sml-

Cures Backach

10 cents; 2x3
5 cents; 3

tlii;'s
JIIEV7

.

1-

-,

50
35

1.5a
1.50
1.50

G

15
4,

cents; 2
50 cents;

25
4

FOR 1YPE SPECIMENS

2,

cents; 2
75 cents.
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SELF-INKIN-

1

Corrects
Irregularities
Do not risk having
Will cure, any ase of Kidney or Bladder Disease not Bright'8 Disease
or Diabetes
fcrynnd the reacb of medicine. No medicine can do more.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGIST.

Postal
70.

A

BASEBALL

Hara-han-

gonr

aKi'iicy in

at $100
$4.25 to $4.75.
Country demand is
fees and costs
Attorney's
good and buyers are paying $0.10 to
$0.35 for feeding lambs, up to $5.00 Incidentals
1909.
for yearlings and $4.25 to $5.10 for
Total
$2,010
Claimant names as witnesses: Re
around
ewes
old
good breeding ewes,
If you are tired of your wife, send fugio Armenta, of Jemez Springs, N.
$3.25.
her out to Reno, Nevada, and after the M., Lino Armenta. of Jemez Springs,
divorce you will get a bill something N. M., Jose Mestas y Ruiz, of Jemez
like the above.
Springs, N. M., Jose Armenta, of JemThe New Mexican can .do
ez Springs. N. M.
Cheap?
equal to that done in any of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
In 1907. S00 out of every 100.000
cities. Our solicitor, every

.......

A

A
raveling Man's Experience.
"I must tell you m experience on an
O. R. & N R. R. train from
Pendleton to Le Grande, Ore," writes
Sam A. Garber, a well known travel-in- s
man. "I was in the smoking department with some other traveling
men when one of them went out into
the coach and came back and said,
'There is a woman sick unto death in
the car.' I at once got up and went
out, found her very ill with cramp
colic, her hands and arms were drawn
up so you could not straighten them,
and with a death like look on her face.
Two or three ladies were working with
her and giving her whisky. I went to
my suit case and got my bottle of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy (I never travel without
it), ran to the water tank, put a
double dose of the medicine in the
glass, poured some water into it and
stirred it with a pencil; then I had
quite a time to get the ladies to let
me give it to her, but I succeeded. I
could at once see the effect and I
worked with her, hubbing her hands,
and in twenty minutes I gave her another dose. By this time we were almost into Le Grande, where I was to
leave the train. I gave the bottle to
the husband to be used in case another
dose should be needed, but by the time
the train ran into Le Grande she was
all right, and I received the thanks
of every passenger ir the car." For
sale by all druggists.

J35

STORES

mi

j

WANTED Forty good strong teams
with heavy wagons and orivers, $4
a day. Board driver $5 a week. Apply to Supt. at Arroyo Hondo dam,
or at my office in Santa Fe. Sten
Lund, Cont. Engineer,

Gardner, of Taducah, Ky., tried Cardui and writes:

AT ALL DRUG
urn' Jt't juin

SALE-OR
B. Sloan.

!iv. ivli:ib!i man to !,ike
Santa Ke. Mubhs I.oun- dry Company, Albiuiuerin', N. M.

our

taking it. I used to suffer from bearing down ains, nervousness
and sleeplessness, but now the pains are all gone and I sleep good.
I highly recommend Cardui for young and old." Try it.
ami wuii iia

3

Leave orders for Aut, at
Telegraph Co.'s Office. Phone

j

"I think Cardui is just grand. I have been usir.gr it for eleven years.
I am 48 years old and feel like a different woman, since i nave been

Weary-Wedde-

world-famou- s

ante-nupti-

FOR RENT.

It Will Help You

t

UNTIED FOR $2,010
The supply of sheep and lambs is
small for the season; and prices are!
running along on a very high plane, Nevada's Easy Laws for the
although lambs are 25 to 40 cents be
Seeking Separation
low a week ago, sheep and yearlings
Million in 20 Years.
steady. Run is 8000 here today, market 10 lower, the bulk of the supply
Railroad fare. Reno and returr,.
today composed of medium class Newith sleeping-ear- ,
meals, etc.. $200
vada lambs, 0G pounds at $6.75, and
f
uiont'av resiArizona lambs at $0.90. Some good Six and
dence: House rent, 7 months at
Utah lambs were here Wednesday at
$40
2S0
$7.55, but same quality lambs would
Servant, 7 months, at $40.... 2S0
sell around $7.25 today, yearlings worth
Household bills, fi
months
$5.00 to $5.35, wethers up to $5.00, ewes

e

Chicago man, $800,000 of which has
now gone to pay
debts of
Prince Miguel, $1,200,000 more to sup- -

women,

MATRIMONIAL KNOTS

$S.25.

the railroad ticket lugged through Chicago and other centers by the travelling public if the proposed plan to
abolish coupon tickets on all lines in
the United States, Canada and Mexico
HOW THEY STAND.
is adopted.
The plan provides for a
definite line of action. Not less than
12 feet 2 inches of ticket is acquired
National League.
Won. Lost P. C.
by the tourist on a trip from New
100
York to California and return by a
36
.7S5
Pittsburg'
92
.672
45
route
one
while
cross
Chicago
sightseeing
may
79
New York
52
.603
the Atlantic with, a piece of pasteboard
69
68
.504
Cincinnati
not more than three inches long. In
70
68
.493
fact the through ticket form is no less
Philadelphia
St. Louis
47
86
.351
than 52 inches long, of which 20 in88
47
.348
Brooklyn
ches, are devoted to the contract of
38
Boston
.2S6
95
To
form
this
are
purchase.
pasted
American League.
during the course of the journey a
Won. Lost. P. C.
collection of two inch coupons that
89
.641
50
Detroit
grow to a bewildering length. This
.626
87
52
reform 'outlined by George T. Bell,
Philadelphia
81
58
Boston
passenger traffic manager of the Grand
69
.500
69
Chicago
Trunk and Grand Trunk Pacific sys68
.482
73
Cleveland
tems in his presidential address to
65
.471
73
New
York
the American Association of Passen59
.428
79
St. Louis
ger and Ticket Agents, has been con37
.268
101.
Washington
sidered by the International AssociaWestern League.
tion of ticket agents and the Canadian
Won. Lost. P. C.
sister,
arrogated to her
Ticket Agents' Association.
92
.635
53
Mrs. Potter Palmer. She was in a Sioux City
C.
85
58
.595
Des
Moines
Governor
box
with
Taft,
president
In the annual fish story season that
78
. 555
63
Dent Omaha
General
Frederick
6.
Deneen,
follows in the wake of vacations, the
, Topeka
70
.4S9
67
Grant and his staff, Mrs. J. T.
lead is conceded this year to the tale
68
74
.473
Mrs. George M. Reynolds, and Wichita ...
brought to Northern Ontario of an
.443
78
62
Mrs. James B. Forgan, Mrs. Reynolds Denver
monster, species unknown, so wore a blue brocade with
56
84
.400
and sil- Pueblo
gold
huge that it overturned the pirogue of ver
84
56
.400
Lincoln
.
.
a
embroidery and trimming, gown
a distinguished visitor from England,
off
the
would
whose
have
paid
price
William Henry, founder of the Royal
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
Life Saving Society. Last year's re- debts of many a working man, and her
National League.
diamond crown would have been a
cod
a
of
with
a
port
caught
gaffhook
at
a
Boston
to
family.
many
Pittsburg.
struggling
in the Geogian bay, ana or a catch of
New York at St. Louis.
cisco at the rate of two jer minute for Mrs. Harahan's gown was of briliant
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
240 minutes, both of which tales were green satin.
Brooklyn at Chicago.
officially voted honors, have many a' id
American League.
be placed
Habit
may
forming
drugs
various rivals for 1909 first place. The
BuChicago at New York.
details of the TemagamI encounter under federal supervision by the next
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
come to Chicaso so well authenticated reau of Internal Revenue at the
Detroit at Washington.
session of Congress, acording to a letthat other narrators of piscatorial
Cleveland at Boston.
to the Curmarvels have decided to go back and ter from Hamilton Wright,
Western League.
of
be seated while it is related, on the rier Commission for investigation
at Denver.
one
Topeka
Mr.
is
addictions.
drug
Wright
authority of Arnold Murphy of Upper
Wichita at Pueblo.
Canada College. He it was who shared of three commissioners sent by the
Des Moines at Omaha.
to the International OpUnited
States
the adventure, having gone there to
Omaha at Sioux City.
ium Commission at Shanghai. He has
fish for lake trout.
After landing
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
he
which
of
bill
draft
a
says
three beauties they hooked the mon- completed
National League.
sesster. "The Fish," as Mr. Murphy ex- will be introduced in the next
Pittsburg 2; Boston 0. Second
sion of Congress, providing for the
pressed it, "pulled like a horse", which
now game Pittsburg 5; Boston 0.
is basis for current report that was a federal regulation decided on, and
Cincinnati 4; Philadelphia 3.
with
manufacturers
is
conferring
drug
half a mile from shore. With no help
American League.
:
wrote
near there was nothing for it but to on the subject. Mr. Wright
Washington 1; Detroit 3. Second
"I am much interested in the work of
0.
put their theories into practice anrt
I have been gather-i- game Washington 2; Detroit
swim for shore. An accident which your commission.
Boston 7; Cleveland 3.
data on the misuse of cocaine in
New York 5; Chicago 0.
might easily have resulted in a trag- the United States
during the past year.
St. Louis 2; Philadelphia 1.
edy to others than life saving experts.
information
conincides
with yours
After stripping they towed the rowboat My
Coast League.
. so far as I can judge from the press
to shore. Mr. Murphy towing the boat
Oakland 2; San Francisco 1.
decome
to me. It
notices that have
Portland 5; Los Angeles 0.
by its painter in his teeth, Mr. Henry
In the International Opium
Sacramento 4; Vernon 2.
at the stern bewailing the loss of the veloped
Commission, which met at Shanghai
Western League.
fish and of one shoe.
in February last and on which I repDes Moines 6; Omaha 3.
resented our government, that the use
Lincoln 5; Sioux City 2.
The passing of two millions of a Chi- of cocaine is
in Oriental
spreading
Wichita 3; Pueblo
cago fortune that was hoarded by cents countries as well as in this country
4; Topeka 0.
by the canny merchant of early days, and Europe. From all the state authAmerican
Association.
George Sbith, to Prince Briganza, pic- orities and the police, there is a conKansas City 2.
4;
Indianapolis
ayune prince and pretender to the Por- census of opinion that this cocaine
Toledo 1; Milwaukee 6.
a
tugese throne, by the
and opium evil can not be wiped out
Louisville 2; St. Paul 1. Second
marriage is commented on as Am- in this country without the aid of the game Louisville 3; St. Paul 2.
erica's most notable example of life's Federal Government."
!
Columbus 4; Minneapolis 2.
The niggardliness of
perversities.
George Smith, one of the most conservative and hard hearted bankers
who ever lived, Is still a
The
recently wedded Princess Brlganza,
through her step father, the late "Silent" Smith, nephew of George Smith,
became a sharer in the fortune of the
j

WOIIMt

recommend Car-du- i.
Cardui is a woman's medicine. It acts specifically on the female organs and has a tonic, building
effect on the whole system. It contains no harmful
I ingredients, being a pure vegetable extract. If vou
I suffer from some form of female trouble, get Cardui
ax once ana give it a lair trial.

week, including

court circle.

as made public by PresiL. Fisher of the Conver-vatioLeague of the United States,
ofter specific recommendations as to
the forests, minerals, soils, lands and
waters and water power concludes:
"We desire to further all legislation
which is wisely designed to diminish
sickness, pjrevent accidents and premature death, and increase the comfort and joy of American life, believing
that human efficiency, health and happiness are natural resources quite as
important as forests, waters, lands and
minerals. It will
in every
appropriate way with other organizations and with the state and national
officials to cover the entire field of
the conservation and development of
our natural resources, and to bring to
the vigorous support
this
of an intelligent and disinterested cit
izenship."

For nervous, tired

-

Cough Cure
STRIPPLING-BURROW-

Nervon

Kansas City Stock Yards, Sept. 22.
There was a largi- supply of cattle
from the range country here last week-al- l
sections beini; well represented.
Steers declined In to 20 cents for the
stock and feeding
grades, but cow stuff closed the week
The run today
steady to 15 higln-r- .
is heavy at 20.000 head, and prospects-favoa good run balance of the week,
Stockers and feeders and killink stears
steady today, cows weak to 10 lower.
Two trains of Old Mexico pastured
this summer in Kansas, sold today at
$3.85 and $3.90, as compared with $3.70
to J:1,. SO for the same cattle on Mondays in the last three or four weeks.
Offerings from the Panhandle and New
Mexico are liberal, and include cows at
$2.80 to $3.50, bulk of the cows around
$3.25, bulls $3.10, stockers and feeders
$3.50 to $4.30, stock cows and heifers
$2.75 to $3.40, veal calves $5.00 to $7.25.
Colorado and Utah offerings include
beef steers at $4.25 to $4.90, cows $3.10
to $4.00, stock steers $3.35 to $4.15,
feeders at $4.30.
Heavy wintered
westerns from Kansas touched $7.10
last week, highest point of the season,
and bulk of Kansas grazed western-bring $4.50 to $G.50, choice native feed
ers $5.25 to $0.00, and top corn steers

WAN
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Steers Declined Ten to Twenty Cents
for the Week But Cow Stuff
Closed Fifteen Higher.

Dr. Shoop's

principles,

dent Walter

LIVE STOCK MARKET
AT KANSAS CITY

Cough Caution
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ystor
THE BEST WHAT IS
And are selling them at the same
price that others
are selling those Old S?yle Gulf, Pickled in the
Wood Water Soaked kind.
II

MARKET

4

No.

PHONE
NO. 92.

4

No.

Grocery

Bakery

Imperial iour
1--

2

Per cent

Phone

No.

2

coupons

1--

2

Per cent

2

F. Andrews,

4.

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

May be Recommended by the
Association

All the houses then in the town
wore built along the two main north CAVALRYCOOK WILL VISIT THE WEST.
FORJMEW MEXICO
and south streets, with their barns
on the third street. The most costly
(Continued from Page One.)
Was Not Afraid of Expand- he use in the town had two stories Another
Coal Oil
Deputy
or one story and an attic. The most
settled. Cook will make a trip through
ing and Covers Sixty-Tw- o
Inspector Appointed at
prominent citizens, who were pioneers
the western states speaking at public
oJ. business in the while country west
Square Miles.
functions in the near future.
Carrizozo.
of the Mississippi, usually lived in
Moon Disproves
Peary.
Rome, Sept. 22. According to the
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 22. On Sun- il.c same house in which they carriedTerritorial
Coal
Oil
S.
B.
oi: business in furs, groceries, dryInspector
astronomer, Signor Francesco Faecia
day, October 3d, with every church
oils and hardware. Leading busi-no- s Grimshaw today appointed A. H. Har- Da Schio of
Burgame, the moon abbell in St. Louis ringing cut a hunoil
coal
men still lived in "post houses" vey deputy
inspector at Carri- solutely disproves Commander Peary'S
dred years of history in the centen- which were log houses of the French zozo vice John H. Channing who re claim to
having, discovered the
nial chorus of chimes, celebrating the fctyk-- built of logs set on end. There signed on account of press of other north
pole. .,
completed century since the first in- wtre 138 of these "post houses." The duties.
In his dispatch to the Xew York
corporation of the town in 1809, the i est were built of St. Louis limestone.
May Change to Cavalry.
Times the explorer
states that on
people cf St. Louis will try to look They had orchards and gardens
Adjutant General R. A. Ford will April 6,
accomplished the six
back a hundred years. As a city of around them. Those who did not have leave tomorrow for Los Angeles to at stages hehaving
had planned, he was favor- nearly three quarters of a million goods to sell in the front room, rose tend the meeting of the National Guard ed with an opening in the clouds
people, they will try to understand with the sun and were soon moving Association. Colonel B. C. Abbott will which permitted him to take
astron
the qualities of greatness in the town with their carts to the fields where leave for the same place on
From these he
Saturday omical observations.
of about 900 people whose prophets nearly all the people of the town when It is very
probable that the Associa established his position as latitude 89
looked forward a hundred years to it was still wholly French, had work- tion will ask the.
Department of War degrees, 57 minutes. Signor Faccia
the great, city they expected to make. ed together. They had plots of to transter the National
Guard in New points out, however, that
During a week of centennial pageants ground, measured out, for them by Mexico, Arizona and other western ably accurate astronomical calcula.
illuminations, and aeroplane flights, the syndics or overseers they elected commonwealths from the
infantry to tions show that with the horizon of
the cily of the present will try to to regulate the business of the town the
89 degrees 57 minutes the moon could
branch of the service.
cavalry
understand how a handful of people farm, as it was held under common
not be seen at the time indicated by
Notaries Public Appointed.
with the beginnings of greatness in town ownership.
This "communism"
Governor Curry today appointed the Commander Peary, because from midthem can start it to working out into ci "socialism" was disappearing in
notaries public: Austin Por- day April 5, Paris time, or 6 o'clock
following
world-histor1809 before American ideas of
ter, Roswell. Chaves County; John E. central standard time, the declination
As in 1S09 St. Louis had less than
Freeman,
Tucumari,
Quay county: of the moon became negative that is
200 houses, it is not easy to underWith no paved streets, no water-- Claude L. Singleton, Plainview, Chaves to say, the moon was below the
stand now how its leading citizens works. no street lights, no steam ' county.
equator, which is the natural horizon
could meet on the corners of its only whistles, no phonographs, no living
of the pole.
District Court.
two thoroughfares and discuss
On this day, and for the days followit picture shows and nothing modern to
The case of
v,s. Nicholas'
then as one of the most important excite it during the day, the town Maes, accused Territory
of stealing $40 from ing, the moon sank still lower below
towns in the country. This some of snuffed out its tallow candles soon
e erJuator and at midnight April
the saloon of Lucero & Pacheco in this
them certainly did. They left the rec- - after dark and went to sleep. It sel- went to the jury this noon. Af- -' ?' P?"8 time' that is to say 6 'clock
city,
ord of their prophecies, to be read dom grew as much excited about anyter being out seven minutes, the jury 111 the afternoon. American time, the
now when in the last ten years about thing whatever, as it now does every
m0on ws already two and one-hal- f
half a million more people have come day on Broadway during the baseball brought in a verdict of "not guilty."
to
low ebb in the court fund, defeeB bl0W the euatr-i- t
Owing
into the United States across the At- season when the score is being bulleis
that no other lurv trials' Slnor, Faccia denies that refraction
likely
lantic than the total number of "The tined. It moulded an extra pound or
American People" in the year after St. so of bullets when it was roused by will be had at this term, and that the the moon visible, and he adds that
will be discharged this
Louis was first incorporated.
no sailor would dare, even in normal
With reports of what the British and In- - petit jury
not quite seven and a quarter million oians might do, but usually it was not
atmosphereic conditions, to determine
his latitude by the stars on the horipeople in the United States and not tasily excited about Indians or any SISTERS
OF CHARITY
zon.
quite a thousand of them in St. Louis thing else.. Its own agency Indians
AIDING GROWTH.
a hundred years ago, they were cer- often thronged the streets and if
Peary Leaves Sidney.
tainly the most important people in they had money, spent it. Usually
Portland,
Sept. 22. Dispatches here
from
(Continued
Page One.)
the world then. Even then, the world they had only the furs which cam
state that Peary is on his way to the
suspected it. It was almost convinc- near taking the place of money alto- entire
United States just left Antigonisp, No-vi- a
orphanage for the children and
ed that they could "take care of gether, in the whole business of the
Scotia.
will make everything more conventhemselves" and build up their coun- place. The greatest business exient
for
the
so
of
a
handling
large
try. There is no doubt of it left when citement was seen when some one
with ever eighty million people in caught the noise of songs and shout- number. The children are taught sew-'- i BODY OF JOHNSON LIES IN STATE
ing and other valuable accomplish- the United States, St. Louis in one ing as a fleet of keelboats and canoes ments.
All of the older girls are re
(Continued from Page One)
of
its
twentieth century growth, returned from the Missouri or the Aryear
to
quired
make their own clothes.
has spent over $29,000,000 for new kansas after six months or more of
Every day except Sunday school is the public schools and was afterward
buildings. This is several millions in trading. The rush for the river front in
session for the orphans from 9 to graduated from Gustavus
Adolphus
cash more than the total amount of then might have suggested the mod- 11:30
and from 1:30 to 3:30 p. m. college at St. Peter, as a minister of
cash in circulation in 1800, the coun- ern interest in a baseball score, but From 3:30
to 4:30 daily except Satur the gospel.
try rose to $27,000,000 in 1810, but in there was nothing else approaching it.
Soon after bis graduation,
day and Sunday a sewing class is
Mr.
that year St. Louis certainly did not
At fashionable entertainments, the
Eberhart
abandoned church work and
have one dollar in the thousand of the gentlemen danced French minuets or
In addition to taking care of the took up the study of law. fie soon
total. Yet its prophets had already Virginia reels with ladies who wore
the Sisters who number fif built up a large practice.
orphans,
begun to feel that they were "starting heir hair done. high and powdered.!
run the Sanitarium and look af-For many years Mr. Eberhart has
l teen,
li.j
so
J.t,!nn
full
of
future
things,"'
greatness It wan iu tjuni i
ter the siek Tha
i
""6been
interested in politics and has
cti,
that no one could imagine the end the power which turned the country
T
dys cared tor without charge. As worked hard for the success of the
fcr them. They had begun to feel al cf seven and a quarter million people
"? the Case f the orJjhans- - 80 too the Republican party.
most as well assured of greatness in into the United
tlie
In 1903 and 1905 he was elected to
l)arts of th3 Territory
,'sick from a11
1809 as we aire now. They expected With an axe and a
each,
uf.
state senate. In 1906 he was
the
to take care of the future.
dred men felt able to take care of
When the new sanitarium is com- elected lieutenant governor and was
In this century of St. Louis history, themselves and "start a new state."
in 1908.
the Sisters believe that with
American initiative in 900 St. Louis pleted,
the world has grown and changed al
Mr. Eberhart's name originally was
the old buildings and the new. they
most as greatly as St. Louis and the ans in 1809 is what St. Louis is inwill be in a position to handle fully Olson. In Mankato, where he forUnited States have done. In modern viting the United States of 1909 to
sixty people. With the newer and bet merly lived, there were half a dozen
business, a single Broadway block, as help it. celebrate, It will try to illus- ter accomodations all
patients will be or more Adolph Olsons and much
the centennial pageants will pass its trate its meaning in four great pagof
assured
the
best
possible care and confusion of Identity resulted. So
with the St. Louis eants, historical, industrial, civic and
when the future state official was
attention
e
cov-onclearing house in the upper story of educational. It will show a city
married
he asked the court to permit
The
local
of
order
the Sisters of
of them, certainly reaches more ering 62 square miles. It will be
him to take the name of his wife, a
is
a
branch
of
Mother
Charity
the
will
than there were in the entire orated and illuminated. There
petition that was granted.
House at CincihnatL
"English-speakinworld" and French- - be games, music, fireworks, pageants
The
Sisters
of
i
of
Cincinnati
in
Charity
the
speaking world combined in 1809, and assemblies and parades
when St. Louis as a French village j.cpen air, with public receptions in are Mother Seton's Community, the PATRIARCHS MILITANT
HEAD'THE PARADE
was taking its first lesson in English. the St. Louis coliseum, seating 13,- - American Daughters of St. Vincent de
In the SL Louis of that vear. the 000 people or more than the popula- - Paul. Mother Seton's Dauehters. the
CaP sisters of Charity," have Ten Thousand Odd Fellows in Line of
visitor by walking up one street and tion of Missouri including "the county
Grand Parade of Sovereign
down another could see every house of Arkansas" in 1809. In Missouri and the honor of being the nioneers of
the United States in parochial schools
Grand Lodge.
in the town in less than an hour. It : Arkansas then, there were 11,99a,
'
be a strange world to return to pie, exclusive of Indians not taxed. and active works of charity. On AuSeattle, Wash., Sept. 22. The feabut some might still be charmed with On Broadway alone, St. Louis has., gust 21, 1865, the Sisters started to
it. There was no roar and no rattle i room for many times that number of Santa Fe, N. M., arriving September ture of the Sovereign Grand Lodge of
Odd Fellows meeting today was a
in it or in a thousand miles of it. In spectators. . They will see miles of 13, 1865.
Archbishop Lamy of Santa Fe, and parade in which ten thousand mema whole year, crossing the streets as automobiles in procession to repre-ofte- n
as ycu pleased, you would not ' sent the starting power of the French Bishop Macheboeuf of Denver, were bers headed by the Patriarchs Milhave to move faster to avoid being carts of 1809. They will see aero- - both pioneers priests of Ohio. When itant participated and which was rerun' over or even iostled bv anvthinsr- nlanes. airships and balloons over- - they petitioned Archbishop Purcell viewed by the grand officers of the
or anybody There might have been head. The most remarkable things lur d UU1U i enters or unarity to order.
as many as half a dozen coaches or of the twentieth century will be on l)en a hospital and orphanage in
'
west His Grace mindful of their RAIDED COMPLETE
family carriages of the kind George view at the end of its first decade, the
assistance in early days, plead-wer- e
COUNTERFEITING PLANT
Washington used to ride in, but they The Americans of 1809 would think ready
witned
nothwill
be
thf superiors at Cedar Grove
there
only used oh state occasions, them miracles, but
to send Sisters to Santa Fe. Many
The
Thompsons Falls, Mona., Sept 22.
charefte, or French ing greater among them than the
Idaho and Montana officers yesterday
cart drawn by a single Canadian pony "American initiative" of 1809. All volunteered, but only four were
the speed mania in business who believe in its possibilities for a; en The Archbishop gave them his raided a complete counterfeiting
the
week and sufficed for most hundred years to come are invited to own adobe house, which had been plant near Trout Creek arresting- - X
during
aIso toT a seminary. The build-ver- S Lee, his wife and son.
people's pleasure on holidays.
The see what it means in St. Louis now as used
first of the first Colonial families it belonged to the St. Louis
of the town used one of those same and customs of a hundred years ago,
carts while it was in. process of ar- - when the "Continental United States"
9
TO BE GIVEN
riving. It had acquired a carriage in were being "started" west of the
W. V. BYARS.
without becoming ashamed of sissippi.
AWAY
.
the cart or of the neighbors who still ,'
sat in it with the blouse of the driver L
WASN'T IN NEW MEXICO.
A $30 L. C. Smith Shot Gun will be given
worn over his trousers if he wore j
trousers in 1809. In that year, gentle- - But it Was Among the Democratic
to the Lucky
ler, and a Set of of Dishes
men of the best, breeding and family i
Tammanites of the Sovereign ;
to the Lucky pool player.
still thought trousers undignified.
State of New York.
wore
breeches, not "pants." The
They
breeches sun naa stiver buckles
New York, Sept. 22. After hun-th- e
knees and the shoes had silver dreds of arrests for disorder at the
buckles. There were still
polls, the most serious
of great dignity who wore cident to yesterday's primary through-thei- r
There will be SO chances for each price each one obtaining
.dress swords when they prome- - '.out greater New York, occurred at
naded in public. Gentlemen of the polling places in Second avenue
the hightest score in bowling aDd the gr etest sum on break,
school followed the "Jac- - fore closing time. Rival bands of two
in pool, for the day. will be entitled to one chance. No one
obin" fashion of wearing trousers with Tammany leaders clashedi-fo.rtshots
allowed more than 5 chances.
legs long enough to fall over their were exchanged and three men woun-shoe- s
and
the
fashion
was
tops
gain- ,ded, one perhaps fatally.; Without an
ing fast. It was supposed in some exception the old Tammany district
mysterious way to stand for Liberty, leaders, who had contests ou their
Fraternity and Equality, and some hands won.
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AL GUARD GHANBE
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Come in and ask about the Coupon
system which
saves you 2
in
cent
addition
to
per
our low prices.
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icg is still occupied by the Sisters. In
Sisters were added to
the little band and set out with Archbishop Lamy and his wagon train.
They were three months on the way.
Shortly after leaving
Leavenworth
the train was attacked by Indians and
the battle lasted three hours. After
many adventures, and 'realizing Gods
care in the midst of awful dangers,
the party reached Santa Fe August ir.
1S67.
The people were wild with delight when they saw the Archbishop
and his train, for rumors had reached
them that the clergy had been put to
death and the Sisters taken captive
by the Indians.

1867, two more

,

PEE SACK
2

MPORTANT NATION

it came.

BALTIMORE

HAVWARD'S

FE

Made Marvelous
Progress

DJKECT FROM

3. 92.
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Yet Saint Louis Has

We are now receiving Sealship't Oysters

PHONE

Federalist gentlemen of the old school'
hold out in their knee breeches
against it as long as possible on that'
But they
account.
were not too
haughty to stop on the corner and
bog the latest news from some one
who had become prominent by getting a letter three weeks old from
Philadelphia or Xew York. The man
who knew the latest National politics
wan a prominent man even if it had
been a month coming by mail from
Philadelphia.
They
thought two
weeks long enough to wait for a mail,
but if they had to wait a month, they
enjoyed the news all the more when
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